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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special Leased Win.- to New Mexican) (I'.y Hp. cl.d I.,
A serious
El Paso, Texas. March 1. Communi- London, March 1. Mrs. Em:nalincj Peking, China, March
and Senate- leaders of all shades of cation over the railroad wires between Pankhurst, Mrs. Tukes and Mrs. Mar- - recrudescence oi disordi r occurred t;- and Chihuahua was restored shall, the three leaders of Tast even-- day when a detachment of artillery
political belief gave themselves over
today to a discussion of the sensation-- J today. Many telegrams were received ing's window smashing campaign by! headed by a band, marched to the
Democratic ))V ranway officials and although their
ai action of the House
the suffragettes succeeded in 'ace n' Duke Ktiei-- Isiaii, father of the
caucus last night in indorsing what is (.I1It.nts were not divulged, it was terrorizing the London tradesmen, Empress Dowager, and shelled down
i"-j
s
in effect an income tax on all net
stated that there had been no disorder were today sentenced each to two the gate.
They looted much
conies, including salaries, above $5,(1110 !n Chinualuia.
ty and burned a portion of the pai- imprisonment.
a year.
Theso were the first three .of the 121
Preparations for the southward
That the House will pass the meas- movement of the insurrectos at Juarez
who were arrested in the Roman Catholic Missionaries Killed,
ure by a party vote within the next were still
Peking, March 2. Many missijii- today.
They
incomplete
course
of
the street demonstrations.
ten days or two weeks was taken for state that
lies have been slaughtered by ,!
do not expect to have and who are to be arraigned at the
they
granted. Discussion, therefore, turned to fight to take Chihuahua.
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Street court.
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the
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Be
to
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would get in the Senate. Its fate
in .v.'U inEl Paso, Texas, March 2. Jose Mo- announced in court today that the to th'iught. probable, however,
there seems doubtful.
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damage
Deficit of $50,000,000 to Be Made Up. rales Guerrero was appointed consul
have been killed. It is believed they
The plans of the House leaders had at El Paso for the revolutionists and their stone throwing manifestations, are Uo.min
Catholics.
not been wholly disclosed today, but General Salazar sent a telegram to was esjimated at $75,o0u and on be
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Headless
Bodies
the
of
half
that
he
stated
extend
to
be
government
recogWashington asking that he
it was apparent that the bill
lJiug, March 2. Although
$25,000,000 IN BANKS IN
the excise tax law now relating to nized officially by the United States. the time bad now arrived when the
to the
belonging
which had been hither- tu's 01 sold.ers
EXCESS OF LEGAL RESERVE. corporations so as to include
Forty Rebels Killed at Torreon.
by Chang liuai Chili
and individuals was to be
Washington, D. ('., March 2. The to shown in connection with sttffra-- !
nil11 we,v
themselves
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) urged upon the House ahead of the conference was attended by President gette raids, couid no longer be
!" looting, today they lought the loot- 2. The
state- bill to put sugar on the free list. The Taft, Secretary Stimson, acting Secre- - owe(j
New York, March
iers in the outskirts of the citv. Pris-Thment of clearing house banks for the latter bill will, of course, share in the tary of State Huntington Wilson, See- iriendly audience that lias here-de- income tax.lretary Xagcl and Postmaster General tofore been present, in the police coirt oners they took were suuimarilv
debate on the
week shows that the banks hold
and many headless bodies
capitated
.
of
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for it
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legal
ying jn
Reports received at the state
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sent.
quirements. This is a decrease of more than $50,000,000 to be lost in
Many Homes Set on Fire.
revenue on sugar that the part.ment today were meager and con- dies was received with applause.
in the proportionate cash
In the distant part of the west city,
reserve as compared with last week. new taxing measure w;as devised. Thejsisted only of confirmation advices of
Prepared to Go the Limit.
considerable trouble occurred. Whole
Democratic leaders want to be sure! press dispatches telling of the killing
London, March 1. On the delivery streets of
of
for
revolutionists
at
be
will
Torreon
forty
that the deficit
shops were looted and many
provided
by of the sentence by the
PRAIRIE OIL COMPANY
magistrate, houses were set on fire. The civilian
the federals. Quiet is said to continue
DECLARES BIG DIVIDEND. before the duty is removed.
inat Ensenada and the situation at Vera Mrs. Pankhurst declared that she
and fortified
population has armed
Republicans Taken By Surprise,
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
tended t.o go farther when she came
Cruz seems unchanged,
Democrats
of
the
new
The
private premises while barricades
plan
of
and
that
out
Independence, Kans., March 2. The
the
suffragettes were erected iu the streets. The mutiprison
en- Americans to Stay Out of Mexico,
Prairie Oil and Gas Company, today took their Republican colleagues
D. C. March 2. Ai a were prepared to go the fullest limit, neers who left Peking for Pao Ting
of them had
Washington,
Many
by
tirely
surprise.
declared a dividend of seven dollars not
women Fu
yesterday and whom Yuan Shi Kai
recovered sufficiently to he willing1 cabinet conference today, it was deem-t- to show the government that
a share, the first since the dissolution
oidered to be arrested or killed, have
for publication.
Everybody td expedient that President Taft issue were going to secure the vole.
talk
of the Standari. Oil Company.
been joined by many of the soldiers
agreed that the debates in the House! a proclamation urging citizens of lb
there. They have looted a great part
and Senate on so radical a change in United States to comply strictly w'n
of Pao Ting Fu and burned largo
the method of raising government the neutrality laws in all matters .if-WARMLY
areas.
revenues would be the stormiest of re-- ; fecting Mexico. In fact, the proclam-ctn- t
Feng Tai, 22 miles from Peking, on
years. The constitutionality oC.ation is a. warning to Americans to
the railroad to Tie-- Tsin, was looted
the new plan, it was said, would be gtay ollt r ;iexjco A nole vvill be
and sen( l0 American Ambassador Wilson
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protected the women and children, bu:
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date.
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He took a long horseback ride and
His Policies Suit Santa Fe tion mutineers
Divorce Suit Filed.
and held up a train, robbing many
with the supreme court decision up- situation cri'ows
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put
to
a
fa
Two
for
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alarming
i;"lt
oi the 'Chinese passengers.
Alleging cruel treatment and un- which, next to riding, is his favorite Delegates
holding the corporation tax1 law.
County Republicans
country.
faithfulness, Mrs. Mae Lopez filed a form of exercise. Mr. Roosevelt said
Yung Ping Fu, where the American
State Gatherings in
Alignments Will Be Broken.
Party
House
Afire Next Door.
complaint yesterday in the district no change had occurred in the politiIn the Senate it is said that in all
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to
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Washington,
divorce
absolute
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court asking an
Chin Wang Tao, also was looted.
probability party alignments will be
cal situation so far as he knew.
her husband Romulo Lopez. Both are
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broken, although party leaders make.""
Foreign Troops for Peking.
Members for Ananias Club.
the White House today that the situa- - ,n!fll mil NA I lUNAL UtLtOnl
residents of Santa Fe. The court isno such concession publicly.
Peking, March 2. The foreign
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Dako-Senator McCumber, of Xofth
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here after a conference
have
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Roosevelt
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Chicago
protest against His Candidacy
mittee, expressed doubt if any change!'11
available foreign troops stationed
in
dollars a members of President Taft's cabinet The Republicans and Progress- in the tariff on sugar would make any conditions there," said Mr. Lodge,
her funds. Seventy-fivvention Is Given Uuaminous
adjacent ports in China. A force of
"'1 'hre is no use shutting our eyes to
month alimony and court costs were that he would not accept the Presisaid
consumer.
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Approval.
lost! the fact that a state of anarcny exists
ordered paid Irs. Lopez while the suit dential nomination this year.
the income tax proposition
will arrive here tomorrow.
Albuquerque.
acI
is pending.
am against intervention and
in the supreme court of the United there.
Secretaries Stimson and Meyer,
It is evident that all the soldiers of
It was an enthusiastic and harmoniTreasurer's Receipts.
Slates by "very much of a divided will oppose it, hut still it is just like
cording to the story, were said to
the
northern Chinese army are in
to
New
Mexican)
The following sums of money were have reached this understanding with (By Special Leased Wire
ous convention that the Republicans
court," and that the constitutionality having a house afire next door."
agreement in the? pillaging movement.
afternoon
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received yesterday in the office of the Mr. Roosevelt.
this
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of
Albuquerque. X. M-- March 2. The cf an income tax was a difficult matSanta
county
Mexico Orders Carbines.
They are under the belief that ths
of Bernalillo county, in ter to determine.
state treasurer, O. X. Marron: Jacobo
Madrid. Spain. March 2. The Mexi- - at the court ho ase Former Delegate coming of the republican delegates
never said so," said Mr. Roos- Republicans
"They
resoconvention
H.
here
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of
insurance, evelt
today, adopted
Chavez, superintendent
Catron,
rersonaiiy, ne added, 1 am in can government today ordered lu.ouo to Congress, Thomas
from Nanking to Yuan Shi Kai means
today. "They never said 30, be- lutions endorsing President Taft and
license fees, $26,950; Thomas P. Gaclined to think that Congress has the; ta,.bjnes fro;)1 a ,.ifIfi tactory iu 0vic,. chairman of the County Central Coin- the (lisniisnl nl' Iil
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ble, game and fish warden, game proeaut-iiiv
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l'OI33 the service.
seen Mr.
do, in tae north of Spain.
tection fund, $37.25; Charles P. Downs, son and Mr. Meyer have
vention which will meet in Santa Fe
was
W.
Rider George
Annuo
May Pass Senate.
few weeks
Neutrality Proclamation
Significant, Rough
Government is Helpless.
on March 8.
clerk of the sixth judicial district, sal- - Roosevelt wiuiin the last
chairman and preSenator Bacon, of Georgia, who did
2. The chosen permanent
D. C, March
saw copies
the
said
colonel
and
Washington,
The delegates telegraphed today to
both,
votes
are
As
nineteen
John
for
A.,
given not attempt to speak for his party as
only
ary 'fund, $408.90;
Stein,
C. Sanchez was
J.
with
sided
ability.
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Genera! Li Yuen Heng, commander of
lliu sigIli,icallce o( the llr0(,ama,ion
T. & S. F. railway, common school of a letter which he wrote to an inti- RernaNllo counlj in Ihe sfite tonven - lv.ne ha(1
,
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b
f secretary. Representative It. L. Baca
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c
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1
vice president of the republic, to brin.;
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,
er of San Miguel county, taxes, this letter, he explained why at that the 26 delegates to cast the nineteen
the'
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that V.
imsd
Mexico has attained to such 'he delegateshtps to the Chicago comnt
time he could make no definite state- votes as a unit to b'e decided by a n,,,.!?.House '..it would
republican army to Peking to rt- commis$1,:!04; R. P. Ervien, land
find "sufficient support
to
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cause it to be re - vention, a ca ndidacy that has aroused store order.
proportions
Ail
the
his
to
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as
of
the
position.
delegates.
sioner, $4,377.99.
in the Senate.'
President lalt and his
garded as fairly balancing power and enthusiasm.
T,u, g(m,rnment ig n.,i,le at. prce- guests whom Mr. Roosevelt brought
Road to Taos,
This afternoon the Progressive Re
Favors Income Tax.
Bryan
were
inlluenre
with
endorsed, as ap - i,.n , ,,,, ,,.;,v, ,i, ..,...,!
Hip
policies
warmly
Mailm
..dei ,n;
l.
" lUiiiuu ,inu.i n...
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A committee of the Chamber of down from New York last night
publicans are holding a convention at
it
C!.,.j.i
i
ocme, ao...,
mpnt For lhat re.lgon i(s isKllo js pears from the loilowing resolutions ft.rejgn ministers here are discussintc
Commerce had an interview with Gov- parted today. He 'said he expected a the court house in Old Albuquerque, J. Bryan expressed vigorously ua,i.
.
today ni.i., tn i, ,., .,,.,i,i
no ...tni.tei
ernor McDonald, yesterday, in rela- few friends tomorrow, only one of at which delegates will be selected to.his entire apr0val of the income tax
Resolutions.
Yuan Shi Kai promised to pardon
a state convention to be held in Santa and free sugar bills endorsed by the favor in the City of Mexico.
tion to the repairing of the road to them a politician.
w as
Xo such proclamation
The Republican party of the county aji returning mutineers, but has not
issued
Fe.
Taos by way of Santa Cruz and
House Democratic caucus.
.
during the Madero revolution but it of Santa Fe in convention, assembled, yet received any response.
The governor was much inter- CORONER EXAMINES INTO
Progressive County Convention.
The People Want It.
was regarded as necessary to promul - renew their allegiance to the Republi Curfew
Law
Strict
ested in the subject and at once conDEATH OF YOUNG SWIFT.
A mass meeting was called yester
Seattle, Wash., March 2. Mr. Bryan gate it now because there is no one can party of the United States and its The p01)ulace h.,s hem n0ljfjea that
sulted with Robert P. Ervien, commisday afternoon by Chairman Samuel G. said: "I am in favor of the income tax strong central figure as a directing adherence to the principles of that all
sioner of public lands, and after thor- Died on Railroad Train Near Milwau- Cartwright and Secretary W. E. Grif bill, and am very
nem)ns found in the street s tonig ht
glad the Democrats ueau UL Uie revUlUUOU WIlOIII Hie U MIL- - 1UU 13 as enuuiaai.eu 111 LUC unuuiiae - f.. v n'eloel
ha clif
ough discussion, the governor prokee and Family Requests Body
fin of the Progressive
Republican, have introduced it. Mr. Taft said in ed States could hold responsible for convention which was held in the year
Killed.
Civilians
Many
posed that if the counties of Taos,
Be Exhumed.
League for this afternoon in Delgado, 190S, in opposing an income tax the treatment of its citizens.
1908 at Chicago, and also the princi- 2. The
soldiers
London, March
'
Santa Fe and Rio Arriba would conhall to select delegates to the state amendment, that an income tax could
in
as
the
announced
Instead
self
of
are
creat
the
there
several
party
pies
the garrison of Pao Ting Fu,
of the total cost that (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) convention in Santa Fe next week. be
tribute one-hasecured by statute whenever the ed revolutionary leaders who appear Republican convention of the territory forming
mutinied last night, according to a
the state would contribute the bal111.,
March 2. Coroner The Progressive Republican League people wanted it. I ain satisfied they to have very little regard for the of Xew Mexico in the year last past.
Chicago,
from Tien Tsin received here
ance. The committee will act on the Hoffman, accompanied by several phy- will open
dispatch
headquarters in the Diaz want it and am glad Congress has de- amenities of international law
We approve of the action taken by tcday. Many civilians were killed am!
and sicians, went to Mount Hope cemetery building at the corner of Don Gaspar cided to
governor's suggestion promptly
it to them.
unueu
me
give
oi
uie
rresiueni
oiaies iiithe sol(jjel.s iootQ a larc number of
Not Recognition of State of War.
take the matter up with the authori- today to hold a post mortem exami- avenue and AVater street.
"It will prove one of the most popWashington, D. C, March 2 Pres.- - insisting upon the appointment ot astores
ties of the three counties.
No Slate.
nation on the body of Herbert L
ular acts of this Democratic Congress. dent Taft's proclamation will not be a tariff commission to visit all portions Unce Sam's
Troops Ordered to Peking
The abolishment of the "slate meth- The objection raised its constitution declaration of
Swift, son of the late G. F. Swift, milthe world and ascertain the value) London, March 2. A strong
neutrality nor a recog-jo- f
NOACK ACQUITTED OF
lionaire packer, who died on a rail- od'' characterized the meeting of the ality by men who would oppose it evof a state of belligerency
in,and cost of all products which are im-- j tachment of United States troops has
LYNCHING ANTONIO GOMEZ. road train near Milwaukee on October Progressive Republicans of Santa Fe'en if the
supreme court should specif-hel- Mexico, but merely an admonition to ported into this country and we
ordered to proceed to Peking
this afternoon in Delgado haS ically affirm its constitutionality, all
29, 1911. The family requested that
oi flonl Tjen Xsin immediately accord- persons within the jurisdiction of eve mac me lecommenuaiions
Twenty Minutes Deliberation All That the body be exhumed to have the iui me iuiure ul cikuuS oiAicen ougni noi to aeter any menu oi uit
iTnitorf stoioo unH ln imortrun: that committee wnich have been maieins t0 a dispatch received here from
Was Needed by the
cause of death determined. It was delegates to the Progressive Republi - measure. The supreme court can be l8ewhere t0
0bey carefully and strict- - and the report which has been pre-- j
,,jty todav.
Texas Jury.
said that no announcement of the re11 11 13
on lo m,lmy
lalL
the United States laws and to hold sented by it fairly express the fac ts
Mutineers Disarmed.
. micepenQeQ
n"lly
v
o
sult of the examination would be oauia re, rnuaj, .uarcu o, 10 select constitutional and i tninn tne court themselves
Mi;ilcn. Manchuria. March 2. Two
wholly aloof from all par- - which go to establishing the proMeri-- By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) made today. It was authorized by L. delegates to the national Republican would be likely to resolve any doubt
forwith
in
our
of
its
trade
country
battalions of Chinese troops stationed
ticipation in the present disturbances. iy
convention.
Georgetown, Texas, March 2. After F. Swift, brother of Herbert L. Swift
against the law rather than in favor
eign countries and in its trade at nere were disarmed and disbanded to- Former Governor Miguel A. Otero, of it. That being the case, Senators
twenty minutes deliberation a jury tothat ,hrough the means of the day, as it was suspected they intended
one of the leading progressives of the and Representatives ought to feel fret-t- CHICAGO AMERICANS WILL HAVEhome; oi uiui. cuii.micai.iii, n u
day acquitted Garrett P. Noack, WEALTHY BUSINESSMAN KILLS
tp mtiny. Th other troops are
lepun
ON
GAME
PRACTICE
SUNDAY.
HIMSELF AT SILVERTON. state, presided at the meeting.
Levi
in the
charged with participation
resolve the doubt in favor of the
and adopted by the Congress of:ing eonnileQ t0 barracks,
A. Hughes was elected vice president, peop'e.''
of
lynching of Antonio Gomez, a Mexican
the
values
all.
Foreigners Called In.
(By Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican) the United States,
lioy at Thorndale, Texas, last June.
our industries will be kept up and fos-- j
Henry X. Gonner, a prominent and B. 'F. Morris, secretary and David GonBryan Also Wants Free Sugar.
p(,;inf,t March 2. The action of the
2.
March
Charles
Waco,
Texas,
lazales
business
man
of Durango,
interpreter.
wealthy
tered and the rate of wages for all
Seattle, Wash., March 2. "I am also
ministers ln calling in the foreign
The convention was started off with in favor of the free sugar bill," Mr. Comiskey and his Chicago American borers will be remunerative and to
Colorado, committed suicide in Silver- was decided on at a
roops t0
a
club
in
reached
here
Ieague
today
X THE EARTH TREMBLED
He was past ex- a series of speeches by Colonel George Bryan said: "A tax on sugar taxes
X ton Monday morning.
the general welfare of the whole.
convened
fallmeeting
A
partly as a result
is
train.
drizzle
special
heavy
AT LAKE VALLEY.
alted ruler of the Elks, a member of W. Prichard, Levi A. Hughes, Francis people not in proportion to wealth or
We hereby tender our most sincere of a communication from Tang Shao
but if the weather is improved toing
H.
C.
H.
others.
Dorman
and
Wilson,
of
United
the
to the morrow a
the Mystic Circle and the Woodmen of
thanks to the President
s
iYi asking the powers to take
income, but in proportion
practice game will be played.
WMlliam P. Karl at Lake Valfor his friendliness to us as a ureg t0 ,)revent further bloodshed and
the World. The body was found in a Mcst of the speakers exhorted the con amount of sugar they consume. So
to
the
show
utmost freedom
box car this morning with the jugular vention
ley, Sierra county, reports to
people and for finally admitting
loss of property here. Tang Shao
large a proportion of our feaeral revDirector Charles E. Linney of
the Congress to statehood under communication is regarded as unofh- vein severed and with the hands, feet, in the selection of the delegates and enue is derived from taxes on conCITY
CLEANING
methods." The
the national banner, and we express , , b t the fo).jen ministers wer
the federal weather bureau in
face and other portions of the body not "copy stand-pa- t
sumption that we ought to welcome
CAMPAIGN IS ON.
our confidence in President Taft, in satisfied that action was necessary.
this city, that Lake Valley was
frozen. A pocket knife, with a three convention finally decided to do away any step toward equalization of this
the integrity, patriotism and public The foreign troops will be mounted
visited by a severe earthquake
and a half inch blade, with which Gon- awith the committee idea of making up burden."
The city clean-ucampaign
slate and allow the nominations to
shock on Wednesday evening,
ner had slashed his throat, was beside
spirit of his administration.
and will patrol the city during the day
is
with
being
vigor.
pressed
be made from the floor. The followT. B. CATROX, Chairman.
time.
the body. A doctor, after examination,
February 28, between 9:25 to
DICKENS
CHARLES
Those
ACQUITTED.
and
ashes
garo
desiring
were then elected delegates:
X 9:30 p.m. The shock lasted
slated that the wound had bled for ing
Delegates Chosen.
Japanese Battleship for Taku.
bage hauled from their resiW. S. Morey of the district
of Santa Cruz; Miguel
Judge
Borrego,
A Japanese battleship has been orfrom forty seconds to a minute
The following were chosen delegates
an hour before Gonner had lost conback
should
dences
and
Instructed
court
yards
Colorado
at
of
Springs,
Xambe;
Gregorlo Herrera,
X and the movement was from
to the state convention at Santa Fe dered to Taku at the mouth of the rivsciousness. One hand, sticking from Herrera,
call up Street Chairman Celso
of Santa Cruz; Jose La Cruz Fresques.i the jury to find for the defendant in
X north to south. Dishes rattled
;on next Friday; Esquipula
Jiron, er Pei Ho in the province of Chi Lt
the box car, was seen by a passing of Santa Fe; Colonel George W. Prich - jthe suit of Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Long
Lopez or City Marshal Xicolas
milk man, and this led to the discov ard, Levi A. Hughes, Francis C. Wil- - against Charles Dickens for $10,500
S and houses swayed, but no ma- Sena, and a wagon will be sent N George W. Armijo, Jose D. Sena, Mar- to establish wireless communication
terial damage was done.
the
once.
Gonner
at
of
body.
ery
formerly
damages for alleged malicious prose
(Continued on Page 4.)
Continued tin Page Four.
lived at Santa Fe.
cution.
(Contlnued on Page Four.)

Governor McDonald today appointed Cole Ralston of Socorro county, a
member of the Cattle Sanitary Board, j
vice, B. F. Pankey of Santa Fe conn
t", resigned.
Governor Goes to Las Cruces Tomorrow.
Governor McDonald and A. H. Hudspeth will leave tomorrow afternoon for
Las Cruces where both will attend a
meeting of the board of regents of the
New Mexico College of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts.
Planted More Fish.
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P.
Gable has returned from a trip up the
Denver & Rio Grande as far as
during which he planted fish
fry in various streams. This morning
he went to the upper Pecos on a similar mission.
Took Oath on Historic Bible.
Federal Judge W. H. Pope had his
oath administered by Chief Justice of
the United States Court White on a
Bible upon which the justices of the
supreme court of the United States
took their oath since 1808, over a hundred years ago.
May Hold U. S. Circuit Court Here.
In speaking with Circuit Judge
at St. Louis, Federal Judge W.
H. Pope learned, that there is a likelihood of the U. S. circuit court of appeals holding an occasional session at
Santa Fe, and arrangements will be
iraugurated to have the session here
in summer, when sojourn in Santa Fe
is most delightful.
Clerk of Federal Court.
Federal Judge W. H. Pope will announce his appointee for clerk of the
federal court early next week, three
names being under consideration for
the place. The court will be organized immediately. Quite a number of U.
and a referee in
S. commissioners
bankruptcy cases are among the other
appointments to be made at an early
San-hor-

n

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, March 2. The
acquisition of Former Senator Bever- iclge ot inaiana 10 me nooseveit lorces
was announced, her? today.
The Colonel's headquarters were
moved into a large suite of offices occupying the entire front of a downtown office building. Senator Dixon
signalized his advent as manager bysecuring enough space tor the tun expansion of the campaign force. Senator Dixon announced he would take
charge of the campaign Monday.
There is no question in any man's
mind," he said today, "that an over
whelming preponderance of the Republican voters of the nation are for
the nomination of Mr. Roosevelt. They
believe that if Roosevelt is nominated
he will be triumphantly elected in November and they are fearful of a political calamity to the Republican party
nominated. The
should Mr. Taft b
Republican party owes the nomination
for President to no man.
"The only hope of those Republicans who are against Mr. Roosevelt is
to secure, by the use of federal patronage in the South, the control of
delegates from skeleton political organizations in these states and the
suffocation of the real sentiment of
the Republican voters in certain northern states in the matter of the election of delegates.
"I cannot believe there is any question as to the ultimate result at Chicago."
Woodman Spare That Tree.
Oyster Bay, March 2. Theodore
Roosevelt dropped politics today and
took a rest in preparation for the
He said he
campaign before him.
hoped to spend most of the next fort- .
night at home, with a few trips fo
-

New-York-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
London, March 1. The great ports
of the Unued Kingdom, particularly
those situateu in Wales, from which
coal is shipped to every part of the
world, and the centers of the iron and
steel industries have naturally been
the first to feel the effects of the
strike of more than one million coal
Scotland
and
miners in England,
Wales.
Many iron workers in various districts were closed today, and at Swansea, and elsewhere the docks practically have come to a standstill.
N'o vessels are
arriving and the
dockers and workmen employed in the
local industries have been thrown out
of work.

(By Special Leased Wire to N;w Mexican)
Washington, D. C, March 2. House
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under instructions of Chief of Police,
DIAPEPSIN
FOR BAD STOMACHS. McMillin. Chief McMinin received a
description of the lad several days ago
Indigestion, Sournfss, Gas, Heartburn from the recruiting office in El Paso
or Dyspepsia Relieved in Five
and immediately laid plans to round
Minutes.
the lad up. It is claimed by the govstom- ernment
Take your sour,
that Zamora enlisted in El
ach or maybe you call it indigestion. Paso and
accepted transportation from
Dyspepsia, Gastritis or Catarrh of that city to Denver, where he was to
stomach; it doesn't matter take your have reported for service at Fort Lostomach trouble right with you to gan.
cur Pharmacist and ask him to open
a
case ot rapes uiapepsin
Had High Balls and Then Kissed.
Trian-guland let you eat one
Ethel Croker lireen, daughter of
and see if within five minutes
there is left any trace of your former Richard Croker, was given a divorce this week from the young riding
misery.
The correct name for the trouble master with whom she eloped in April,
is Food Fermentation food souring; 1910.
She asked that her hasty marriage
become weak,
the Digestive organs
there is lack of gastric juice; your be dissolved because of Breen's alfood is only half digested, and you leged misconduct in the Grand Union
become affected with loss of appetite, hotel in Toronto on the night of Seppressure and fullness after eating, tember 5, last. The "other woman"
vomiting, nausea, heartburn, griping is Miss Maud Diehl, a plump brunette
in bowels, tenderness in the pit of of 22. She was in the court room, havstomach, bad taste in mouth, consti- ing come from Toronto voluntarily
pation, pain in limbs, sleeplessness, with her fiance to testify that the
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
sick charge against Breen was false. She
belching of gas, biliousness,
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE
REGISTER
TICKETS headache, nervousness, dizziness ot admits that she accompanied Breen to
many other similar symptoms.
his room, indulged in a "little flirta
If your appetite is fickle and nothing tion with him and that he even "took
tempts you, or you belch gas, or it one kiss,' but she denies all graver
you feel bloated after eating, or your charges. Under the
food lies like a lump of lead on your of Francis L. Wellman she denied emstomach, you can make up your mind phatically that there was
any basis
that at the bottom of all this there is in fact for a divorce because
of her
undibut one cause fermentation of
friendship for the riding master. Ungested food.
der the
of Breen's
Prove to yourself in five minutes W. M. A. guidance Miss Diehl counsel,
Olcott,
explained
as
as
is
stomach
that
any; that she had
good
your
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
"picked up" an acquainand there is nothing really wrong.
and begin eat- tance with Breen at the telephone
UFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden 4 field seeds in bulk and packages Stop this fermentation
switchboard and on September 5, last,
ing what you want without fear of did
accept his invitation to dinner at
discomfort or misery.
the Grand Union hotel and later ac
The only exclusive
house in Santa Fe
companied him to his room to have a
SONG OF THE SOIL.
drink out of view of possible frienda.
Ritten-housePaul
Albert
Prize
By
(first
"Did you know that he was a married
man?" asked Mr. Wellman.
"No."
While darkness enveloped the world
"What kind of whiskey do you drink-Sc- otch
Phone Black
at its birth,
Phone Black
or American?" "Oh, I have no
And the spirit of things was asleep,
Miss Diehl replied,
.he
pieference,"
I was wrought in the mass of the
admitted having had a high ball, a
formless earth,
When He moved on the face of the rye whiskey ana a sloe gin rickey with
Breen. Wellman read from an affidadeep.
vit that Miss Diehl signed two or
v
'
The secrets of being, of growth and three days after the date in the room
where she and Breen were discovered
decay,
seed-time
Of the
end harvest, are together. "He hugged and kissed
me" he read. "Is that so?" "No, not
mine,
I revealed them to man as the years exactly," Miss Diehl replied. "He only
put one arm around my waist and kissroll away,
ed me once. I got right up from where
And the empires arise and decline.
we were sitting and sat down in a
I drink of the waters that flow from rocking chair. Then came a knock at
the door of Mr. Breen's room. He
the hills,
Front the drifted and beautiful .opened the aoor and in walked two de
tectives."
snow ;
to
They quicken my power
create, till
333 HICKOX STREET,
WHITE OAKS OVERWHELMED
Near Union Depot.
it fills
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Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and Large Variety of
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Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
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Burned and Itched So He Could Hardly
Stand It. Tried Medicines, Etc.,
Nearly 3 Years. In Eternal Misery.
Started Using Cuticura Remedies.
Now Has No Sign of Skin Disease.

45

R. J. CRICHTON

COA
Pinon,
Cedar,

Dawson,

'

Yankee,
Oakdale.

SAWED WOOD

treasures are spread over valley Pretty Little Mining Town Produces
Democratic Statesmen and
and plain,
Charming Society Leaders.
In Oie orchard and vineyaid and
field,
White Oaks, N. M., Feb. 29, 1912.
Full of frtiit, oil and wine, and the
Editor Santa Fe New Mexican:
golden grain,
It is a long time since a letter from
That my bountiful elements yield.
r.
White Oaks apiVared in your paper.
I am mother of life, all animate But White Oaks is a., right and has
been feeling jubilant ever since the
things
Must be nurtured and fed at my first state election held in New .Mexico, because so many of her citizens
breast;
From the lowliest forms to the soar- were honored by the popular ballot at
that time.
ing wings,
First and foremost was W. C. Mc
They return to my bosom to rest.
Donald, chosen to be first governor of
in
in
of
the grand new State of New Mexico,
Cliorus.
the highest honor which the electors
Come ye who toil, back to the soil,
of the young commonwealth could be
To the land of the sunset
fortune waits within its gates, stow.
Hon. John Y. Hewitt should and
For the brave, the strong, and the free
would have been elected judge of this
third judicial district had the entire
Ion Caspar Avenue
district known his sterling worth as
well as do the people in this, his home
AROUND THE STATE
precinct, where he received ail the
votes cast but one.
Mrs. Wallace Gumm, who was electSigned for Bout in Santa Fe.
ed our county school superintendent,
Kid Day, winner of the
bcut, and "Soldier" Hunt of Albuquer- was for a number of years a resident
que have signed to go twenty rounds of White Oaks. Mrs. Gumm is one of
before the Santa Fe Athletic Club in the best teachers in the state, her sothe Ancient City next Wednesday cial and moral qualities are of the
highest order and she has the rare
night.
faculty of radiating mental sunshine.
TO
She will be an inspiration to the teachTexico Men Buy Clovis Bank.
An important business transaction ers and patrons of our schools.
Then there is W. E. Blanchard, chowas closed by which the controlling
stock of the Clovis National bank, sen to represent this district in the
Weils
and
,nconveniellce
MnflPV
Purchasing
y
3 VP
passed into the hands of Alex and J state legislature, he was an original
JUTW
IHUIlVJ Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
T. Shipley, bankers of Texico, N. M. W hite Oaks denizen. He received nis
Mr. Henry J. Coors, president, sold early education in the New West Acad
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
all his stock and retires from the emy of this hamlet. His
teacher, who
bank.
was from Boston, was heard to say
U. S., Canada, Mexico
"Why, Will Blanchard and his siste,
Court at Raton and Clayton.
are remarkable, they know the Latin
John Rogers of Las Vegs has been conjugations and declinations
perREMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
appointed corut stenographer for the fectly and translate as well as I,
RaCourt
in
district.
judicial
Eighth
Where did they learn it?" It was only
j
ton, in session today and tomorrow, a result .of the home environment. His
and in Union county Monday and parents, both, were' highly
educated,
D.
Tuesday. Rogers will return to Las and his mother comes of a fine New
after
these
sessions
about the England type of womanhood.
Vegas
middle of next week, and will make
And the women folks of our goverplans to move to Raton permanently. nor's family? They are all right too!
Mrs. McDonald is beautiful and lovely,
King of Bootleggers is Under Arrest, and an ideal
r
and mother,
of
the Bootleggers" Nicholas than which there is no
"King
holier
higher,
Archuleta and his "pal,"
Henry sphere for
to
were brought to Denver from the theorieswomankind, according
Schnner,
and teachings of Mrs.
Successor to
Fort Collins by Deputy United States McDonald's
distinguished kinswoman,
Marshal Jefferts, and arraigned before Ida M. Tarbell.
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
She believes in the
United States Commissioner Hinsdale,
of the three k's as devoutly
supremacy
charged with selling whisky without as does her
FIRST-CLAS- S
Royal Highness the imlicenses. After the examination Hips-dalof Germany.
remanded Archuleta to the coun- press
Those of us who have known Mrs.
ty jail for a further hearing, in default McDonald
Also First-Clas- s
Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
for the last twenty-fiv?200
of
bonds, and Schriner was disyears have not the least fear that she
on
his
of
innocence
charged
plea
and
310
St.
Fracisco
San
Pbooe Main 139
on his companion's statement that he will fail to fill the difficult position of
governor's w;fe with honor to herself
was not implicated in the traffic.
SANTA FE, N. M.
and to the ladies of the state.
An 'tem was published recently to
Army Deserter Arrested.
Accused of being a deserter from the effect that our governor McDonald
the United States army, Paul Zamora, bears a most striking resemblance to
AUTOMOBILE,
CARRIAGE,
also known as Porfirio Zamora, was a former governor McDonald of Coloarrested in his home in Old Albuquer- rado. Nothing strange about that for
que by Policeman Pablo Lujan, acting our governor is a scion of the original
Work
For Best Laundry
McDonald lineage.
Apropos to this it may be of interest
to the younger social set to know that
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
STENZEL ECZEMA LIPMD
when the governor's daughter was a
RETURNS THURSDAY AAD FRIDAY
little heavier than she is at present,
A clear white liquid for cleansing;
she could easily have been taken for
and healing skin and scalp
purifying
the model for Flora McDonald in the
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop ciseases.
famous
Mrs. F. O Brown, Agent.
?
r,?rSilve,ing, 1
Stops itching or burning instantly; Farewell painting, "Prince Charlie's
to Flora McDonald," so high-lEtching on Glass GUAR ANTEED Phone Red No. 23.
eczema permanent.
cures
No.
2
Red
Phone,
f
prized by the kilted Highlanuer.
and Brass
A few days after using the Liquid
The story of the friendship and aid
the disease begins to disappear.
LACASSACiNE,
Price $1. Sold in Santa Fe by Fisch. given the unfortunate nrlnr f'hrlio
Try a New Mexican want ad. I
305 San Francisco Street.
I Stuart, by Flora McDonald,
b Inm lesults.
er Drug Co. and Zook's Pharmacy,
during his
My

LIVERY STABLE
Fir.e Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

the
When Keed
Anything
Furnished
Line.
Drivers
Livery
RATES RIGHT.

sea-Goo-
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BARNES, Agent.

THE STAR BARN
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J. R. CREATH,
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"My troubles began along in the summer
in the hottest weather and took the form of
small eruptions and itching and a kind of
smarting pain. It took me mostly all over
my back and kept getting worse until finally
my back was covered with a mass of pimples
which would burn and itch at night so that
I could hardly stand it. This condition
kept getting worse and worse until my back
was a solid mass of big sores which would
break open and nm. My underclothing
would be a clot of blood.
"I tried various blood medicines and other
remedies and salves tor nearly three years
and I was not getting any benelit. It seemed
I was in eternal misery and could not sleep
on my back or lean back on a chair. I was
finally given a set of the Cuticura Remedies by my brother who recommended them
to me very highly. I started using the
Cuticura Remedies and inside of two weeks
I could see and feel a great relief. I kept
on using Cuticura Soap, Ointment and also
the Resolvent, and in about three or four
and
months' time my back was nearly-cureI felt like a new being. Now I am in good
health and no sign of any skin diseases
and I am fully satisfied that Cuticura Remedies are the best ever made for skin diseases.
I will always recommend them to anybody who will use according to directions.
I would not be without them." (Signed)
W. A. Armstrong, Corbin, Kan., May 26, 1911.
For more than a generation Cuticura Soap
and Ointment have afforded the most economical treatment for affections of the skin
and scalp of infants, children and adults.
Although sold by druggists and dealers
throughout the world, a liberal sample f
book on the skin, will be
each, with 32-sent free, on application to Potter Drug it
Chem. Corp.. Dept. 27A, Boston.

SYOU GET "DOWN WEIGHT,"
.UP QUALITY AND A FAIR PRICE
WHEN YOy BUY HARDWAR E FROM US.
WE HAVE EVERYTHING YOU WANT IN HARDWARE FROM
A CARPET TACK UP.
MICE AND RATS DON'T LI KE OUR TRAPS, BUT YOU WILL
LIKE OUR BUSINESS METHODS. OUR TRAPS HOLD MICE AND
RATS AND OUR SQUARE DEAL METHODS WILL HOLD YOUR
'
BUSINESS.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phone

upon our worthy townsman, Hon. A.
H. Hudspeth.
He was appointed a
member of the board of regents for
our state college of agriculture and
mechanic arts. Close upon the heels
of this he was made chairman of the
State Democratic Central Committee.
No more suitable person could have
been selected for either place.
As chairman of the State Central
Committee he w.U have an opportunity to exercise the political ability
not chicanery, mind you which his
friends know him to possess.
A new enterprise for the material
benefit of nite Oaks is ready to be
pushed to completion as soon as the
snows of winter have ceased and the
weather becomes settled. But that
belongs to another story and will be
communicated later.
ELLIS IDUR.
CUTTING
DIES IN ILLINOIS.

If Its Hardware We Have It.

14.

Pnone 14

Better Farming in New Mexico.

distress and destitution after the decisive battle of Culloden, is most
charming as preserved in history,
tradition and song.
Still other honors have came 'to
White Oaks, and these last have fallen

W. BAYARD
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This Littte Gasoline Engine Will Pump 1000 Gallons
of Water Against 100 ft. Head-

.

t consider the cost. If you
have work for a Gasoline Engine
see us about it.
The price will
be surprisingly low. If you have
a secondhand gasoline engine you
Don

l4 ...
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GENERAL

MERCHANDISE

...
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STORE, SANTA FE

Why Import Mineral Water
f ,:

WHEN

YOU CAN GET THE

?

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry.

Leave orders

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO..

Noted Financier and Philanthropist
Succumbs to Acute Indigestion
on Way to New York.

FRANK M. JONES,

received from Rock Isl
Illinois, late last night stated
that Hon. W. Bayard Cutting, the
well known New York lawyer, finan-- j
cier and philanthropist, died there
yesterday morning while on his way
to his home in New York. Mr. Cut-ting had been visiting his son Bron- son M. Cutting in Santa Fe, and was
taken ill with acute indigestion a fewdays ago. He left here Wednesday
afternoon over the New Mexico Cen
tral and thence over the Rock Island
in a private car, in the hope that a
lower altitude might prove beneficial.
At Vaughn, he was met by Mrs. Cutting, his wife, and Miss Olivia Cutting,
his daughter. Dr. Frederick M. Bishop, a distinguished London physician,
and Dr. J. A. Massie of Santa Fe, accompanied Mr. Cutting, as did al-,- o
Miss Allen, a trained nurse of Santa
B'e.
Telegrams received Wednesday
and Thursday indicated that Mr. Cutting was standing the journey fairly
well. The news of his death came as
a great shock to his many friends in
this city.
Mr. Cutting was 62 years of age and
has long been a figure prominent in
America. He was beloved by all who
knew him because of his genial disposition and many other fine qualities.
He was distinctly the friend of Santa
Fe and visited the city several times
in the past two years.
Surviving Mr. Cutting are a widow,
airs. w. Bayard Cutting, a son, Bron.
son M. Cutting of Santa Fe, and two
daughters, Mrs. Cabot Ward, wife of
the former acting governor of Porto
Rico, and Miss Olivia Cutting, who re
side in New York City.
A dispatch

and,

Capi,tiIBa26.Blds-

-

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies

at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE

1

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.

-

For Full Information Call,

Or, Phone No. Red 76

WHOLESALE

Wood

AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE
CERR1LLOS

Lump

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

JESOTStrSSf.
Telephone

Or-

Steam Coal.

COAL YARD.

CAPITAL

85

Telephone 85

JVE ARE AGENTS EOH

,Harcourt&.Co.
INCOBP ORATED

LOUISVILLE, KY.
THE LEADING STATIONERS AD.
MANUFACTURING ENGRAVERS

I

HIV
f

1

I

-

I

I

ORDERS FOR
ENGRAVED CARDS, INVITATIONS , PERSONAL AND BUSINESS.
STATIONERY . ETC. May be left with, us witK the assurance that the
worK wheiv completed will mark the user as"Carrecf'atv& meet every requirement of the most dlscriminatin taste.

NEW. MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY

$100 Reward, $100.
The readers of this paper will be
" THE QUALITY SHOP,"
pleased to learn that there is at least
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now kiiown
to the medical fraternity.
Catarrh
being a constitutional disease, reFIRST-CLAS- S
quires a constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken iftternal-ly- ,
For Hire at Popular Prices Buggies and Saddle Horses.
acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, thereTHEODORE CORRICK, Prop'r. $
CORRICK'S HACK LINE.
:::
by destroying the foundation of the
132.
Phone
Black
disease, and giving
the patient
strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powers t2at they
WOODY'S HACK
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
case that it fails to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
La Salle Restaurant
From
Address:
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
TAOS
BARRANCA
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Meets
Both North South
Telephoned.
Taka ball's Family Pills for constiBounds Trains.
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
pation.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Leaves
Barranca on the arrival of
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
the north bound train and arrives at
Orders at all Hours. Taos at 7
Snort
p. m.
NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
Ten miles shorter than any other
EXPRESS LINE.
French Noodle Order TOc a dlan,
way. Good covereo- hacks and good
Mew Yrk Chop Suey 50c. teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished' commercial men to take In
Try a New Mexican "Wnt Ad. II the surrounding towns. Win Knbudo
Oxford
Club
Saloon.
Leave Orders at
Station.
brings rmuUfc

HACK SERVICE.

I

LINE

TO

'0

Phone Black 50166
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INTERESTING OPINION IN
Staggs received 1SC6 votes and that
NATURE'S ESSENCE-Extr- aded
QUO WARRANTO CASE. "Sol Owen" received l'i2 votes, and
From Forest Plants.
that certificates of election have been
Nature's
laws
are
but
disease
follows
if these laws are not obeyed.
perfect,
Judge E. C. Abbott Lays Down the issued to said H. H. Williams, M. S. Go
straight to nature for the cure, to the forest ; there are mysteries here that wo
H.
G
Law as it Has Developed in
Groves and the respondent
can fathom for you. Take the bark of the
y
tree, the root of mandrake,
OF
This Jurisdiction.
Van Stone.
stone, Oregon grape root, queen's root, bloodroot and golden seal, make a scientific,
Real
of
Facts
extract
In Regard To F. R.
them with just the right proportions and you have
The above are substantially the
SIMPLY OUR OWN LABOR
Tne following is the opinion
of tacts itdnutteu by tin1
The
Doctor
pleadings,
Goldcu
iiUtiman s liiness. Keiier ObKiscovcry.
Judge E. C. Abbott in the case of the information aiso alleges that it was
It took Dr. Pierce, with the assistance of two learned chemists, eight years of
Magnificent Art Gallery of Territory
tained By Curing His
ex rel, O. I.. Owen, vs. the desire, wish and intent of U the hard work experimenting to make this pure glyceric extract and alterative of the
Princes About to Be
Stomach Ailments.
George H. Van Stone, involving the electors casting ballots for Sol Owen greatest efficiency and without the use of a particle of alcohol.
Just the sort of remedy you need to make rich, red
position of state corporal ion commisvote for and have their votes
Have Your Easter Suit
Scattered
Waynesville.N.C Mr. F. R. Huffman,
Hood, and cure that lassitude and feeling of nerve exhaustion.
sioner:
L.
Owen
O.
canvassed
and
for
counted
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery bears the stamp of
.
of this city, says : ' I suffered dreadfully
Opini-nand that .f the 1":!: votes mentioned
Pi.iii.ig Approval and has sold more largely in the past forty
is
an
in
This
information
with
nature
the
what I thought was heart trouble, HISTORY
are so counted relator had ui fact, a
MADE BY THE
years than anv other blood purifier and stomach tonic.
ROMANTIC
of a quo warranto by the State of
TH1TJS
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coming out of the inftulnce"bf anes-que- ,
thetics, he said his name was Dwight
Day, brother of Geo. Day, living at 108
South Eighteenth Street Street, Coun- cil Bluffs, Iowa. On further questioning he began to weep.
CONVENTIONS
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FIRST

OF SANTA FE

NEW MEXICO.

(Continued From Page One.)

Former
son, Samuel G. Cartwright,
past
eight months the Garcia y
Governor Miguel A. Otero, David Gon-- i
Jesus
Robert
West,
Armijo,
Chinese people have astonished
the
lalaa Manual
Irti? locita Ortiz V
world. They have brought about a Maria Baca, Alejandro Baca, Manuel
all
of
Santa
Fe; Santos Ortiz,
Tafoya,
Romulo
Leandro
Montoya,
great political revolution, they have Ortiz,
of Chimayo; Alfonso Dockweiler, of
abolished the monarchy, and have orEntered as Second Class Matte r at the Santa Fe Ppstofflce.
The convention .seemed decidedly Tesuque; Nicolas Montoya, of Golden,
ganized a democracy. , And they have
to any compromise with the, and Thomas Hanna, of Lamy. t
.
opposed
this- with
very little
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION
. .$3.50 accomplished
Alternates.
Daily, six Months, by mail
Progressives
and
bloodshed,
if
deeds
of
few,
any,
25
Samuel G. Cartwright then moved
Daily, per week by carrier
1.00
Weekly, six . ironths. . . .
barbarous cruelty. Everywhere they
that sixteen alternates be elected.
Daily, per month, by carrier. .
2.00 tried to protect
SLAUGHTERED.
MISSIONARIES
Weekly,,
per
.foreigners and their
.65
Daily ner month, bv mail...
They were, as follows: Antonio Val-deIn all this their conduct is
.50 property.
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
Santiago Baca, Frank Jones, H.
from
(Continued
Page One)
markedly different from that of their
H. Dorman, W. E. Griffin. B. F. Morris,
countrymen who were engaged in the
I
K. raui, t;.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
jueier, Amino unega,
Boxer rebellion 10 or 12 years ago. The with the Italian station in Peking.
and Dr. James A. Massie, all of Santa
The new Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to Boxers aimed to drive out all foreigMany Civilians Killed.
A
train lrtnH. nf mntinnns Rnldiei'S Fe; Alcario Lopez, Santa Cruz; Canevery postoff.ce in the Territory, and has a large ana growing circulation nersall western ideas and progress.
delario Romero, Agua Fria; Dr. F.
Tine!
nf
tn
arH0nn
They were firm friends of the Manchu
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
Pmer, Cerrillos; Lucas Chavez. Te- dynasty.
They instituted a reign of Fu started for Peking today but the saque; Pedro Bustos, Santa Cruz, and
terror and committed many outrages. railroad authorities blew up the bridg Canuto Madrid, Santa Cruz.
They were
ionaries. The revo- - es and stopped the traffic. Chang
Want 32 Delegates.
l'liiumhis oi toaay are progressives. Huan Chih's soldiers have killed many Following the election of alternates
the
What is the cause of this remarkable innocent Persons passing along
Levi A. Hughes made a motion that
ed relative to the movement fn ques- change? I think this question may be 8,reets ot Pekins carr'inK Parcels. Santa Fe county be allowed thirty-twFARMING IN NEW MEXICO.
were
peo
They
mostly
tion.
answered
properly
in two wordsin the state convention and
New Mexico farms are worth
from the city with their delegates
would be hazardous to assert that Christian Missions! During the latter ple fleeing
he urged that an effort be made to
says a census bulletin
just
effects-pihalf of the last century Christian
seat every one of the thirty-two- .
His
issued, the most important as to the theories of the famous British
of other lands established in China
Presbyterian Missionary Safe,
motion was carried midst much enNew Mexico, ever published, for it soldier will achieve all that he has schools
Roman
March
New
York'
and
colleges and hospitals and
thusiasm.
goes into every detail, county by in mind. "The things a scout is
and churches- and the re Ca,holic missionaries engaged in Pao
Failed to Fndorse Roosevelt.
county, of the farming industry of taught," h says, "are those which dispensaries
a11 Eur(
areis
il
believd
Fu'
is
suit
being seen. .It is true that the'Ting
One of the features of the conven- he
the new state. Accompanied by two will bring out the individualism
A
c
...
Prrvf
noon
nHoctc
nr
fanaiian
OI converts is small in propor-.
th
tj
of tn
which show possesses, for it is to the individual
graphic outline maps
tion to the vast nnmilatim,- h,,r it iss'tant mission is maintained there by! nornn nf. n .r."B7" cneer;ng rt.
and farm rather than to the troop that the
farm areas by counties
" '
.6uCi A.
ieru
irom the number of these converts the American board of commissioners
values per acre in each county, the scout lore appeals. Military drill that
whf" he wa nominated as a delegate
of
of
board
missions.
The
foreign
China's
leaders
of today come. It
bulletin is a mine of information for makes a machine, but does not deve- is
"erstood to be a
!an? ho
said
s
of those foreign missions of the Presbyterian
for the U. 8. Senate
those who make a study of industrial lop the individual, and that is why Chinese that
a
also
has
station.
who have been factors in the
The co"ventlon adjourned about 3.40
conditions in the commonwealth.
the scout movement is adverse to mi- present revolution are Christian men.
It is not known whether any of theL
resolutions
slnS
:
The counties of Colfax, Curry and litary tactics."
are still in the city or', "V "hol,t,paf
Dr. Sun Yat Sen, the
provisional pres- missionaries
touching on the selection of the Rein
h
tn h,o .on
Roosevelt, are the only counties
What the casual observer, free from ident of the Chinese republic, is the Trhothoww
which the area in farms reaches from
bugbears and special attitudes, sees product of a mission school, and is a the United States minister to depart
!
40 to 60 per cent of the total area. Of In
the scout movement is a hope of member of the Episcopal church. In for the capital.
of second hand
course, only a fraction of this is im- giving a
Dr. Arthur .T. Brown' secretarv of! FOR SALE-A.l- ot
start to thousands of the teachings of the Christian religion
right
proved. In the counties of Union, boys who, unassisted, appear
the Presbyterian board of foreign mis-- , bltlnS.. hangers, pulleys, and shalt-sionto he, and his associates, who are
Mora, San Miguel, Quay and Sierra, find it
received the following dispatch inS: n 12 horse power and one
the Chinese people to
fearfully easy to get a' wrong
the area in farms is 20 to 40 per cent. start. In
from
Rev. Dr. John Wherry in;hors Power Leffel Engine, .Irst cla-- s
the
and liberty, received their
the cities, parents and
the
With the exception of Sierra,
at Peking: condition; one 40 horse power
In Christian colleges these charge of the mission
obto
fail
reach
teachers
alike
the
counties named formed a compact porNot much cause for anxiety." motiv
yPe boiler capable of carrying
men
learned
the
basic
scure
truth
of
avenues
the
nature.
upon
boy's
75 pounds of steam,
tion of northeastern New Mexico. In
which
pass : j upon by'
liberty
rests, namely, that all
Boiler Inspector; radiators, sto.im
the remainder of the state, the farms The exercises of the school and the
men are the sons of God and there- COLORADO PUGILIST TRIES
unleave
needs
certain
playground
comprise less than 20 per cent of the
HAND AT BANK ROBBERY.! Pining and valves; a 50 gallon goso- considered. This is clearly seen in the fore brethren. When thev erasned
line tank, with other sundry items.
aiea.
the meaning of that truth, it became
of
fact
men
an
that
army
growyoung
is Shot to Pieces By Police After' Any of these items win be sold cheap
As to farm values, the highest averBut
for
them
to
submit
to
ing up in the cities every year are ' jniPoss'ble
it taken at once. If i:itev3ie.I adHe Had Gotten Away With
age per acre is in Dona Ana and San
uianny; tney were consumed with
Juna counties, $25 to $50 per acre. manifesting delinquencies which are the
dress the New Mexico Printing ComHis Swag.
desire to liberate their countrymenace
a tragedy.
a
an.,
Then follow Taos, Bernalillo, Grant.
men,
pany, Santa Fe, New Mexico
and
set
they
about
the
patiently
There
is comparatively little hope task.
(Bv Special Loasca Wire to New Mexican)
Luna, Otero, Lincoln, Chaves and
their
They
lives
gave
to
the
up
of saving a weak or an evil man; but
Aurora, Colo., March 2 Still showwork of educating and organizing the
Eddy counties with an average of $10
Try a New Mexican want ad. it
tc $25 per acre. With the exception it ought to be possible to save every '
facial decorations received Thurs- brings result.
"
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ap- - ing
'
"
bov
nosuuueniy
in
when
the
the
land,
riM
of San Juan, Taos and Bernalillo,
of
day night in an attempted hold-u,
parent.
these counties comprise the southern iruu oi neipmg tne stragglers is dea local pugilist, Groidt Day Briggs,
was
said
It
of
flrot
rhi'iotinr.
the
tier of New Mexico. In the remainder termined.
missionaries that they "turned the' wno reSistered at a local hotel as
The Boy Scout movement contem-landof the counties, the average value of
C.
world
down." The same may "Groidt Day, Cincinnati, Ohio." is in
r
within farms Is less than $10 plates the development of the gen-pe- he saidupside
of missionaries today.. The the county hospital preparing for the
of thejuinely manly qualities .n the boy. Its
acre. About
of his left arm.
fact is the Christian religion sets at amputation
His
EGOS FOR HATCHING.
entire area of the state is in farms, theories seem plausible. It is, there- - work forces tmu
have the dvnamic shoulder was shattered by a charge
and the average value of farm lands fore, worthy of the most thorough
power to overturn the world. How of shot received in escaping, aftes-suc- test and the most general approval
is $8.77 per acre.
is the man who says he cessfully looting the Aurora State
While New Mexico's population in- possible.
noes not believe in missions.
Bank, near here. Considered by the
decreased 67.6 per cent in the past
There was a time not so long aeo. police one of the most desperate
13
cade, the number of farms has inA REAL DIFFERENCE.
when we in America imagined that yeggman that, ever struck Denver, he
creased 1S9.S per cent, the land in
ThntSO nnrHctin nronnc flint
V,n rr
we had reached the goal of political is under close guard. Had he not lost
arms 119.7 per cent, the improved bcen makj
a campaign.-isSu(out of progress; and as a consequence the his nerve at the' crucial moment, he
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
land .n farms 348.9 per cent, the va ue la
American eagle screamed loud and would have escaped w ith $505
jn T
passage
Ljncon
.
ot farm property 196.6 per cent the address
w York
But thinking
t have
men of today, rency.
Phone Red 204.
315 Palace Ave.
value of the improved land 4,0.6 per
to an a
while thankful for the great achieve- Shortly after nine" o'clock Briggs
,
cent, of farm bin dings 2fio.3 per cent,
in
ments
of
from
the
the
';
omitting
something
past, realize that we shambled
to the
of implements and machinery 25S per
text something altogether have still to travel a very long way the bank atup Aurora cashier's cage of
.
..
original
where Assistant
essential to a just and full interpre- before the political significance
of cashier .T Ci wiin had inct
n4
tation of the President's meaning.
the truths of the fatherhood of God his
cash
and
at
a
ranches using the public domain for
the
of
point
pistol
"There are those of us who do not and the brotherhood of man, is exthe cashier to hanfl over Makes Men's Fine
are included in believe that all
grazing purposes
hausted. They cannot be satisfied compelled
are
fitted
for
peoples
his revolver. Holding the cashier up,
these statistics. The average value popular
was the way the with present conditions which
permit he entered the cage and filled his
of each farm is given as $4,469. All Presidentgovernment,"
it.
the
But
his
enemies took
put
wealth of the nation, which is prothese figures are truly significant and the
tes.D.Snffit'(iSli( CafP
VcnveT?
liberty of making him say "there duced by the many to be gathered in- pockets, ending by backing out recoioA
give excuse for the greatest optimism are those of us who do not
SHOE MANUFACTURERS ff
imprisoning
to the hands of the few; nor while, leasing the springlock,
the
beljpve
as to the future of the commonwealth.
are fitted for popular govern- (to quote Professor .Scott Nearing) the cashier.
people
Of the 35,676 farms reporting,
A block from the bank, he forced J.
ment." A difference with a very "half of the male adults of the United
or 35.9 per cent, are irrigated; marked distinction.
driver of an ice wagon, to take
Rosen,
States are earning less than $300 a
the area irrigated is given as 461,718
him aboard and to race his horses. A
It is no heresy for an American to year," and while "less than 10
per
or 31.5 per cent, of the total improved believe
that all peoples are not fitted cent receive more than $S()0 a year." m'ile nearer town he became nervous,
farm areas. The total area under ir- for
We
have
believe
government.
popular
a
must
They
be found left the wagon darted into a barn
way
rigation projects, however, is 1,102,-29- been governing the Indians a
which every man, woman and child owned by W. F. Roe; and started unby
long
now
available
and
is
water
acres,
time. We are still governing the Fili- shall have the
opportunity to live as hitching a horse, driving ;vlr. Roe to
for the irrigation of 644,97ft acres.
to a considerable extent. We becomes a child of God; and not be the house lor A shotgun. Briggs fled
pinos
When it is remembered, that in "1S80, have
nearly arrived at the conclusion reduced to a condition of practical to the Old Aurora Powder Mill, on
the total area in farms was only
that we inflicted an
acres and today it is 11,270,021 lveople of Cuba in injury upon the slavery, as many millions of our coun- Colfax strfat, where Roe shot him
VKRY PAIR HAS TMI
partially severing trymen are at present. Our present through a window and went back lor iur $4 Shoe Equals
acres, and that in 1S70, the improved the ties that bound them
Tor
to us as soon economic system is obviously near its more ammunition.
The yeggman fled Jther $5 Shoe Made Any
farm lands covered only 143,007 acres,
"
as we did.
end.
The
into
the
home
of
issue
W.
F.
in
great
anu
political
while today they cover 1,4G7,191 acres,
Liberty,
8SUTe
Griffith's
The President not only quiets an America today is to find another
sys forced Mrs. Liberty to tie up his shoul- - WE VASRA'T THKM
and that forty years ago less than
which was being effec- tem under which the brotherhood of der. Out in the street
untruth
ugly
140,000 acres were under irrigation,
again he cap- used against him, but he recalls man may become a real
thing. There tured a grocery wagon and forced the FINE and HEAVY MEN'S SHOES from
while today the area is more than tually
to
attention
words which constitute is no need to be discouraged.
The driver to race to a doctors office.
three times as much, one must truly real
At this moment the Denver automowonder at what has been accomplished whetherstatesmanship: "The question spirit of God is working among us
a people Is fitted for
today as never before in our history; bile patrol raced into view and the
under adverse circumstances, and at
so as to make the govern- and "where the
spirit of God is, there
the same time marvel at the possibili- - j ment for
dropped under blankets and
that people is determined by is liberty." The same force which ov- yeggman
ties the next few decades may develop. the
the machine whirled past. Arriving Boys' Shoes from $1.50
of
the
of
up.
that erturned the Chinese monarchy, and at the office of J. F.
ability
majority
That these possibilities are immense
Howard, 1448
to place upon itself the re- ended the Manchu dynasty,
will solve Oneida
is indicated by the fact, that despite people
Call and see my line before
Street, he was having his
straint by which the minority shall re- the problems which confront us.
the stupendous increase in farms and ceive
wound dressed when the patrol wagfrom
making your purchase.
the
is
justice
It
majority.
farm areas less than two per cent of
on arrived at the door. Before he
the question of
TA FT WARMLY ENDORSED.
restraint
the entire area of the state is under
couid draw and aim, Patrolman Wilthat determines whether a people is
cultivation.
son covered him.
fit to govern itself."
Continued irom Fags One.
Most significant of prosperity is the
At the county hospital, when he was
204 West Palace Avenue.
There is nothing in this that any
fact that of the 33,398 farms reporting,
man need wish to retract, or celino A. Ortiz, Seferino Baca, Romulo
good
31,382 are free from mortgage, and
which he need fear to entrust to the S Lopez, Ricardo Alarid,
Apolonio
only about 2,000 farms are not occu- use of
any honorable enemy.
Chaves, Ramon Bustos, Alfredo
pied by their owners but are tenant
Thomas B. Catron, E. H. Baca,
farms. The entire mortgage debt is
FAIR PLAY FOR THE RETAILER.
Charles C. Closson, J. W. Akers, Celso
only $2,390,282, as against a total valuPeople who talk about high prices Lopez, R. L. Baca, Frank Owen ana
ation of almost $160,000,000, or about
three times the entire assessed valua- abuse the middleman, says Leslie's. A. B. Renehan.
tion of New Mexico. In ten years, They think the grocer, the butcher
Committees,
the value of mortgaged farms increas- and the baker make too much profit.
Chairman Armijo appointed the foled 76 per cent, while mortgages
in Consider the case of the New York lowing on the committee on resoluten years increased only 24.7 per minister who undertook to demon- tions: T. B. Catron, Frederick Muller,
" THE MONARCH "
strate that the popular notion is right J V.
cent in value.
Conway, Nicholas Sena, A. l!
a
grocery. His first day's Morrison, J. V.
More than
of all thp farms. by opening
Conway, Manuel Baca
IS THE
in New Mexico are from 100 to 174:trade Bhowed a Profit of forty-eigy Campos.
The committee appointed
surebe
cntsTo
- he so'd at slight
acres in size and over
from
by the chairman on selection of dele260 to 499 acres.
The value of theladvanoS on "cost"; but ho paid no gates follows: M. A. Ortiz, Bartolo
Satisfactory
om in a benevolent
hay $4,470,000, the corn $984,000, the rent usinS a
Vidal Mora, Benjamin Hill,
Bustos,
institution
he
employed no clerks,
wheat $509,000, the oats $459,000, the!
Charles Closson, Celso Lopez and R.
Range."
milo maize $392,000,
and potatoes,!"0 delivery wagon and his motto was, L, Baca.
Thus
he
trust.'
eliminated
the
is
more
each
$235,000, together,
yearl"N'0
Delegates.
than all of the product of all of the PrinciPal items of expense Inevitable
The following were accredited memto tne regular dealer. If he had to
Satisfactory because it is made of the best materials by the
coal, gold, silver, zinc, lead, turquoise
bers of the convention from the severand other mines of New Mexico. Yet, meet 8,1 tne8e, his profit would have
best workmen, in the best factory in the United States.
the orchards, the truck gardens, the cllaneei into a serious loss. Consum-bea- n al precincts: Esquipula Jiron, Jose A.
ers wno complain of prices should be Lujan, Vincente Romero, Isabel Ortedoubled
the
crop produc
patches,
The
tion of the six leading classes above Teasnable. Live and let live! And ga, Bonifacio Abeytia, J. D. Sena, Geo.
is a Monarch in
Range Kingdom
sive tne erocer, the butcher and the V. Armijo, T. Rivera, Manuel Baca y
enumerated.
a
chance.
Campos, Gregorio Rael, F. F. Gormley,
To sum up, New Mexico is an agri- - ba,er
Seferino Alarid, Atanacio Vigil y
..
THIS WONDERFUL RANGE IS MADE OF
cultural commonwealth, it has the
Tne New Era, is the name of the Sena, A. G. Whittier, Luis
most solid foundation possible for its
Moya, AnMALLEABLE STEEL,
prosperity although it has only start- - new Democratic weekly, eventually to dreas Sena, M. A. Ortiz, Ricardo AlaDe
a
.
Benito
ed to farm.
daily, published at Albuquerque rid,
-i- arid, Seferino
ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT AND SCIENTIFICALLY
Eca, V.
by W. C. Liller, who was a candidate Medrano, E. R. Wright, Frederick Mul. .
.
PERFECT IN CONSTRUCTION.
'or the' Democratic nomination for ler, J. W. March, Luis Alarid, Leandro
BOY SCOUT POssiRiLiTie
Congress at the last territorial conven. Martinez, j. v. Conway, Romulo Lo- It is to be hoped that the visit to tion at Santa Fe. Colonel Liller in pez, Jose Padilla. Ramon Papilla Tn
America of General
president of the national Democratic ' Granito, A. Rael, Rafael Granito, Vidal
lather of the Boy Scouts movement. League of Clubs, end Is en . experl- - Mora, Jesus Alarid, Frank Mendoza,
will result in putting pt end to
enced Journalist, who stands high in Felix Roybal, A. Montoya,
Elfego
tain misconceptions WHICH Have exist- - the councils of bis party. The editor, mez, Marcellno Roybal, H. 0. KinselL, '

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys- and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange., and makes ..telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consist.
ent with sound banking.
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As an entertainer, the Edison Phonograph is

--

a wonderful thing. It brings the talent of the
world's greatest artists into the home and places
it at the disposal of whoever cares to listen The

$2.50 up.

j

d

Edison Phonograph

B. TONNIES.

has every improvement and advantage which the genius of
Thomas A. Edison has been able to suggest Put one in your
home. Your whole family will welcome the new songs, the good
stories and the bright music. There is an Edison Phonograph
at a price to suit every- purse. There are new records of all the
new music and songs every month. We will gladly demonstrate
and explain this greatest of all home entertainers.

"

Lu-cer-

-

Where Quality

Edison Phonoirraphs.$l 5.00to $200. EdisonStandard Records. 35c. Edison Amberol
Records (play twice as lan), 50c Edison Grand Opera Records, 75c. to $2.00.

Reigns Supreme

two-fifth- s

13-

one-sixt-

"Monarch"

Baden-Powel-

l,

i.

C. L. GRANT,
San Francisco St., over Kaune's Store.

"Stay

the

Santa Ee Hardware & Supply Co.

PRO

C

R AST

NAT

I

1

O

Nil

Insure your life NOWI Don't wait untif
Tomorrow may J)e too late!
may never
come. ' Don't run the chance of causing those that are dependent on
you (your loved ones) Mother, Wife or Sister NEEDLESS SUFFERING.
INSURE NOW.
Insure in the Company, that writes the most liberal
policies, and that has the financial strength to back them up such
a company is THE RELIANCE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, of Pittsbur;, Peon.
Let us explain to you the famous SELF SUSTAINING POLICY, a form'
written by the Reliance Life exclusively: "A Reliance Policy is a
reliance indeed in the time of need." We also represent THE EQUITABLE
SURETY COMPANY, of St. Louis, Mo., writing Fidelity and
Surety
Bonds, also the OCEAN ACCIDENT AND GUARANTEE CORPORATION, of London,
nf land. The Ocean writes the most attractive and liberal forms of
Accident, Health, Burglary, Automobile and Employers Liability
Insurance. Just a hint from you and we will be on the SPOT at the
MINUTE and interview
you rand explain the unusual merits of our many
DON'T PROCRASTINATE!

policies.

21

HALL & HALL, Gen'l. Agts.

Capital Citv

Building.

-:-

-

Santa Fe New

'Mexico-

-
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UNITED STATES BANK

MRS. LINDIIART

TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Business

Does a General Banking

6 LAUGHLIN, President

Cashier;

H. F. STEPHENS,

W. E. GRIFFIN

Asst. Cashier

The Guild of the Church of the Holy
Faith met with Mrs. James h. Selig-maat her home on upper Palace avenue yesterday afternoon.
The Wallace Club held a business
meeting, this afternoon at the home of

Established

Incorporated

185$.

About

I hold in my great

1903.

D

fruit,
iL

,v

I,.

oinE

ti,

;

the blossom

d

nner.

cilvor ibo

the gold.
I bleed

yes, I bleed

yet

I

nothing

withhold;
when

thy blade rends
bosom in twain,
,
,

I smile

my

Style isn't style when it has no foundation on quality materials, when it is not expertly tailored into the garment. In all
lines of endeavor there is always one man or firm that is by
all acknowledged supreme, preeminent. Every good dresser
recognizes the supremacy of the ROYAL TAILORS. Paste
may serve the purpose of good diamonds, but cotton will not
take the place of wool in yout suit.

!

Mrs. H. H. Dorman on Buena Vista
No guests were present.
Drl J. A. Massif,' who accompanied
W. Bayard Cutting, whose death is announced today, to Xew York, will return to Santa Fe on Thursday of next
week.
The Thirteen Club met this after- r.oon at the home of Mrs. A. C. Thom-anas on Buena Vista Loma. The guests
present besides the club members
were: Mrs. W. G. Sargent, Mrs. E. It.
'Wilirht nil Mrs. T
MrCarihv.
There will be an important meeting
Watts Kearny Chapter,
of Stephen
uaugnters 01 uie American uevumliuil. HI LUC Itoiucmc u .tlii". i.. uiitu- ford Prince, on Monday afternoon, at
4 o'clock.
All members are urged to
be present.
The members of the choir of the
Presbyterian church were enjoyably
entertained last Thursday evening at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Teare. The
choir sang songs and played games after which they were served with delec'

heart the seed and

the root.
I give to my children

FOR US!

125 Palace Avenue

Lo-m-

shall bring,
Then hush ye, and hearken the song
that I sing.

GOOD ENOUGH

Milliner

guests were present.

SONG OF THE SOIL.

(First Prize By Kathryn A. Turney)
I am the mother of men that toil,
The ancient Mother of all, the sc'l.
The strength that ye boast, ye have
drawn from my breast,
Tis to my arms that ye creep for your
rest;
The man to his mother full tribute

Your Patronage Solicited
.

PAGE FIVE

M.

thinks was an attendant. He next re-calls traveling probably in a freight
car and ueing compelled to sign some;
1

'

kind of a paper by a person he cannot
place.
Not Known at Savannah.'
Savannah, Mo., March 2. The name
of J. E. Fezman, reported to be a native of this city and to have been
found in a dazed condition in Tampa,
Florida, is unknown to old residents.

(i

That's good Indian for the man who discovers, after it is too
late, that his clothes are part cotton. Poor fellow He knows
the rain will spot the fabric a wetting will put the shape all
out. Don't get stuck that way. Buy ROYAL TAILORED
!

PERSONAL MENTION

W. D. Shea, of the Denver & Rio
Grande
railroad, this forenoon lett tor
grain:
Taos.
I. E. Davenport, a business man of
I give you the bread that ye lift to
Espanola, left the city yesterday
your lips,
you
morning for his home.
I feed your proud mills and your
I. Sparks, former head of the local
ships;
telephone system, arrived yesterday
I am loved of the sun and the wind
f ;oni a business trip to Denver.
and the rain.
of por-tier- s,
D. T. Hoskins, member of the state
Then hush ye, my children! no longer table refreshments.
board, arrived in the city
penitentiary
complain ;
couch covers
hist evening and is a guest at the PalTc each shall be given the guerdon
Congressman George Curry writes ace.
linof toil,
oil
the Xew Mexican that he will leave
was expected
A. E. P. Robinson
1
For am the Mother of Men, the Soil! Washington for Santa Fe on the night home this afternoon
from Deming,
look
Come in
of March 4, expecting to arrive here Luna county, where he had gone in
Mrs. Cartwright will not be at home on the day before the state conven the interests of the Yeomen.
c
v.
to callers on Monday afternoon.
lk
E. W. Dobson, the attorney who has
tion, that is Friday. He returned to
Cards are put for a bridge party by Washington from New York on
been in the city on legal business for
E. C. Abbott on next Tuesday attn,ary 23 afte. having llad lunxfr witn the past few days, returned to his
ernoon and a five hundred party on
and dinner home in Albuquerque last evening.
Roosevelt
of
Wednesday afternoon.
Rider
Jose Ortiz y Pino, chairman of the
with a number of Rough
in'!
Miss Ruth LaughHn entertained
board of county commissioners, arrivfriends.
formally at 7 o'clock Wednesday even
ed in the city last evening from his
Violet Luncheon.
ing at her home on Don Gaspar aveAn elaborate
violet home in Galisteo. He is stopping at
nue.
luncheon was given yesterday after- - the Montezuma.
Solomon noon in honor of Miss Irene Hunter,! Filadelfo Baca, newly appointed as- National Committeeman
Luna has returned to Albuquerque the guest of Miss Ruth Laughijn( by:sistant superintendent of public in
Socorro Miss Jouett Fall at her home on struction, arrived from his home in
from a visit to Magdalena,
county.
Buena Vista Loma. The dining room Las Vegas yesterday and is stopping!
PANY
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Fall entertained was
lighted by violet color shaded at the Coronado.
C. M. Foraker, United States mar- informally for a few guests last even candles which harmonized well with
at their home on tfuena Vista tlle vioiets and jonquils that formed sl.al, who has heen in the city several
ing
Phone 36
P. O. Box, 219.
Loma.
the centerpiece of the luncheon table, days looking for quarters tor enc i .
Senator William H. Andrews arriv- The favors were
in violet S. Court, left the city this morning for
ed this forenoon at Albuquerque after colored baskets.
The guests present his home in Albuquerque.
a lengthy visit to Washington,
New were: Miss Irene Hunter, Miss Ruth
T. J. Guilfoil, who has been
York and Chicago. He will be in SanMiss Frances McDonald,' gested as a possible assistant travel-Mis- s
ta Fe by Monday.
Miss Florence ing auditor and bank examiner, and
May Bergere,
The Saturday Card Club met this Spitz, Miss Stella Bergere, Miss Anita Mrs. Guilfoil arrived in the city last
3 afternoon with Mrs. J. G. Schuman at. Bergere, Miss Amelia McFie, Miss evening from Albuquerque.
?
her hom on Washington avenue. No Mary McFie, Miss Lucy Grygla, Mrs.! b. C. Hosselkuss and Harry G. Ba- J. M. Fall and Mrs. C. C. Chase.
ker, who propose to establish a motor
bus line to Taos, arrived from their
you
ti
1
six-roo- m
heme in Creede, Colo., last evening
:es L. Wood- - and are registered at the Palace.
Miss
Fra"
Last
Tuesday
for
you
Chiropody, Vacuum Treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Ervien of Phila-ard of Kaufman, Texas, and Harry G.
to-da- y?
of Three Rivers, were united dclphia, are the guests of Land ComClunn,
'Dandruff, falling hair and baldness in marriage at the home of Mrs. Iva missioner and Mrs. R. P. Ervien. The
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads, Woodard, 508 Mesa avenue. El Paso. Erviens are brothers. Mr. and Mrs. J
All
facial lines, absolutely removed.
This is another one of our BARGAINS. Come quick
Only a few friends of the couple were H. Ervien are on their way to tne Pa"kinds of "hair work done.
invited to the quiet home ceremony cific coast.
sold at once.
for it is goTiig to
MRS. R. LOPEZ,,
which was performed by the Rev.
Judge A. B. Fall, candidate for thfi
343 San Francisco St
Phone 5075
Charles J. Dickey of the Methodist United States Senate, and W. W. Cox
r Episcopal
church of El Paso,
tax collector of Dona Ana county,
The bride is the daughter or W. S. went to Las duces last evening ou
t
Woodard of Kaufman, a retired con- the g.13 train judge Fall will
tractor. She taught music in the pub- - turn t0 SauU Fe wjthin the next few'
H.
KAUNE
GO. lie 5UI1UUJS Ul Ilt'l native cuj aim nao Jgyg
lyg
SURETY BONDS, REAL ESTATE.
INSURANCE,
a graduate ot tne cnicago auonai
Traveling Auditor Howell Lrviei.
School of Music. The groom is well arrived today from Clayton to make
K
1 1 Q Son
1BO
DI
known in New Mexico as the clever
arrangements to take. over the office
'
secretary to A. B. Fall, candidate for from .Tohn .Toerns. resiened. Mr. Lr
Safe
(the United States Senate. The mar- yjen rports that the storm in Union
a
iuui
ui
cuuri&iiiiJ
iunuveu
'ijage
county cajsed fearful havoc and was
years.
of greater intensity than had been exAfter the ceremony in El Paso, the
perienced for years. Mr. Ervien re
newlyweds took the train for Santa turns to
Clayton tonight to close borne
Fe, stopping over in Albuquerque
matters
oeiore luwuig up ins ico- legal
They will make their
Wednesday.
HAVE just received our Spring Style Book conhere.
idence
home at the Palace hotel during the
Fabrics
taining all the Latest and
after which they will go to
legislature
Convicts Help Extinguish Flames.
for LADIES' AND MISSES' DRESSES, SUITS AND
Three Rivers. Mrs. Clunn will be at
Fire which broke out in the liuii'dry
home to her friends here next
COATS. The cost of a garment built to your measure
the walls of tli3 statu
building ins
of Fabrics and Style selected by you isn't any more
peritentiaiv at Canon City, Coiorado,
fur a tim'; threatened the buildiug.
in comparison than the cost of garments ready 'made.
V.EALTHY MERCHANT WAS
Ti.e prison trusties, together with the
You can save 25 per cent, by having your suit made to
DRUGGED AND ROBBED.
city fire department, got it un lur can
:: :: :: ::
order through OUR SUIT DEPARTMENT
was
t:d. Not more than $500 dani.-ig-He
J. E. Fezman Rid of $104,000 That
d ne. There was no disturtaacj whatCOME IN AND HAVE A LOOK
Had Drawn From Bank and
ever from 'Ii-- anvicts in ina c-Taken to Tampa.
hcuses. T!i! f're started in the diy
to
Sevr
Lcascu
Wire
Moxican)
(By Special
and barwd
rcom of "ii? laundry
2.
Declaring
HIGH-GRAD- E
Tampa, Fla., March
f.oor into the upe" pait
he lost, or had been robbed of $104,-00- tr lough Lie
Four trustks from
YOU ALWAYS WANT RELIA- which he had drawn fro.n a bank of the building.
Warden Tynaa's house
and
the
prison
1
said
E.
in Savannah, Mo., J.
Fezman,
BLE MERCHANDISE, but more
vork
s did effective
to be a leading merchant there, was servant trust!
so In ;the Jewelry Line than any
aefora the
found here today dazed and apparently v.ith the priso.i apparatus
Is the most luxurious coffee
other line, for you do not buy every day.
very thing we
unable to recall what had happened to auival of the city firemen.
- MI1CTDC
II
ever
to
l:LU
you
him.
your lips.
put
. It is blendedfrom the world's
Slugged in Kansas City.
SILVERWARE, CUT GLASS, DECORATED CHINA. WATCHES, CLOCKS
Fezman says he started from 'his
choicest coffees, and its exhome to go to Hot Springs, Arkansas,
favor never varies.
Saa Fraaciso
quisite
and that he fell, or was slugged in
Reliable
Street
Kansas City, and that he knows nothSPRING MILLINERY
'
ALSO HAVE A FULL LINE OF
ing of what happened since.
A Mysterious Story.
HATS, FLOWERS, CHIFFONS,
Teas. Tampa, Fla., March 2. Fezman
MALINES, RIBBONS, SILKS, ETC.
Chase &
was located by T. E. Bryan, a friend
of the merchaptls family. Fezman Also have Crochet Threads, Sliptold his story in rambling words and per Cotton, Embroidery Silk, and
little of a definite nature could be a fine assortment of Stamped
Goods for French and Eyelet EmGO. obtained.
KAUNE
H.
After his injury in Kansas City, he broidery, etc.
says he remembers nothing clearly.
'
License Numbers,'
Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.
His stay in the hospital he associated
Next Door to Postoffice.
Southeast of Plaza.
with brutal treatment by some one he
Safe
.

PRINQ house cleaning will soon
be here, and now is the time to

S'

.

ot

ti

,,

want to
plan the changes that
make. We have made a special
effort to secure a nobby line

g

in all designs,
cloth and
carpets and rugs,
over this
and
oleum.

line.
may v,
augjwnvii
you. We have just unpacked a full

g

EVERY THREAD GUARANTEED TO
and
Prices as cheap
BE WOOL OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED.
as you are paying for half cotton.
shape-retainin-

A

g.

for.

Suit for $18.00 you have been paying $22.50

for $25.00 any man might be proud of
Suit for $30.00 will make the ladies take notice

A Suit

A Suit

for $35.00 you would pay $75.00 for on Fifth Av.

Feb-Mr-

Fine Table Linen, Napkins, Etc. f

seven-cours-

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.
FOR HONEST PRICES

THE MASTER TAILORS.

e

SEIGlfJ

i

Form-fittin-

'

line

Very

They will not shrink on your back.

CLOTHES.

lilWUMiHI"'"

'

Y0U:;:rY0Uw;?;:::y AGAIN

bon-bon- s

Complete Modern Home of Five Rooms and Bath, with
basement, ample closet room, china cupboards etc.
For sale at a BARGAIN. Owner will consider lease

'

I

WHY PAY RENT

can buy a new
modern brick house
can
less money than
build
When

!
IT

durin? legislative term.

j

i

Manicuring,

Massaging,

Clunn-Woodar-

apply to

DJ

Pr.nr;n

ANNOUNCEMENT
WE

Up To Date

i

8

S.

Here you will find what you want without going out of town. Don't miss the
display NOW ON.

ii

SANBORN'S
SEAL BRAND
PURE

;

COFFEE "

RELIABLE!

SELIGMAN

GOODS

DRY

GO.

STRICTLY NEW
In

it we have a Full
Selection of

The

the

JUST RECEIVED,

A CARLOAD

OF NEW FURNITURE

GUM FURNITURE

newest article in the Furniture Line. See the window
display and step in the store and see the full
assortment. It will'do you good.

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE AND

R

.

t

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

NEW GOODS

H. C. YONTZ,

Sanborn's

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
66-6-

8

gjtfssgssmsi.

S.

"

MISS

i

s"ggs

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

S

o
57)

C3

You

JAMES C. McCONVERY,
Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.

a

Where Prices are Lowest
for
Quality.

A.

MUGLER,

Phone. Black 204.

:x:

415

Palace Avenue.

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

o
Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit ofTHEAll the
Light?
o
Our display rooms are open tor your
are usine it. It saves
your light bill and
oav for. bv havlnsr it rieht
Where vou

on

X
X
X

I

"CHASE &

JULIUS H. QERDES.

ADOLF

A

r,

iCSXXjtjSSJjSXXSXxSstxjsxxXXXSi?SXXX5S

of Coffee Drinking

Up-to-d-

X

EmbtoiJeties att j Insertions

Where Prices are Lowest
for
Quality.

The Supreme Luxury

MANAGER,

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

be

re-t-

B. HAYWARD,

JOSEPH

j

ii

O.C. WATSON & CO.

For further information

EYES.
can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right.
SAVES

Get away from
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT: COMPANY WASHINGTON STREET.

it

3
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X. M.

ALL WRONG.

WOMEN, AVOID

Louis Rockv

Pacific

In effect Dec, Slat

11

iu

iiii

0

42
49
u
7

2 47
3 07
45

..

3 35

J
.... ....

12

4 00

8 60

Tnoipo!i

Canulngham
....Ullfton Hou8N.M

T.v
Knton, N, M.
Ar
Raton, Ai . M
Clifton House N'M.,..

30

1

10 16
9 49

40
65

Koefaler Junction

SPreston

9 32
8 55

2

Koahler

9 06
8 20
8 02

tOolfax

'

....

Paw Paw, Mich. "Two years ago I
Buffered very severely with a displace
6 35
ment.
I could not
ti6 1810
6 27
be on my feet for a
6 17
5 2S
94
6 45
6 00
Ar
long time. My phypvm ;,pm
sician treated me for
4t
fConneets at Colfax with E. P. & S W. Ry. train both North and South.
several months withM.
Stage for Van Houttn, N. M.. meets trains at Preston, K.
out much relief and
-tDaily except Sunday.
'Daily except Saturday.
jo,,
jr at last sent me to
Stage leaves Ute Park, N. M., for Eliuabetntown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m. daily
Ann Arbor for an operation. I was there
xcept Sundays. Fare $2.00 one way, $b.50 round trip; fifty pound bagfour weeks and came
gage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves Dea Moines, N. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m., ar
home suff eringworse
rives from the south at 4:38 a. m.
than before.
My
L. C. WHITE
mother advised me to
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. G. M.,
G. P. Agent try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComSuperintendent.
pound, and I did. Today I am well and
strong and do all my own housework. I
owe my health to Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound and advise my
friends who are afflicted with any female
complaint to try it." -- Mrs. Orville
Rock, R. R. No. 5, Paw Paw, Michigan.
If you are ill do not drag along until
an operation is necessary, but at once
take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.
For thirty years it has been the standard remedy for women's ills, and has
restored the health of thousands of sufAlberta, British Columbia, California, Idaho, Nevada,
fering women. Why don't you try it ?
4 15
1 43
5 00

68
76
82

OlTOSOSO

Cimarron
Lv 7 46
Cimarron
Ar am
Nasb
Harlan
Ut9 Park, N. M...LVI

Ar
Lv

-- A

5

i

Colonist Fares
TO

Oregon and Washington Points

GAINS FAR EXCEEDED
LOSES ON STOCK MARKET.

FROM:
All

Stations on the Denver

& Rio

Grande

ON SALE DAILY

March 1st to April 15th

2

STOPOVERS.

1

For information as to rates, reservations, etc., call on
or write your local ticket agent or W. D. Shea, T., F. & P.
A., Santa Fe, New Mexico.

New MexLo Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

The West Point of th Southwest"
Ranked by United States War
Arm

Initltu-tion.- "
"Distinguished
officer detailed by Wai

J.

Department

Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located In the
beautiful Pecoi Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3Vo
fiet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during ths
season.
fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
to ail respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and illustrated catalogues address:
COL. JAS. W. WTLLSON,

W. L. DeCLOW,

America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer, Removing His Business to New Mexico.

I am
arranging to change my business location from Cedai
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am
& .lipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on
January 15
1912, being my first consignment. I would like to correspond with
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
Mares. I can aiso furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
and Registered Shropshrire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.

W. DeCLOW.

Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la
te by express by which I can ship
re. I can ship jacks from Cedar Rap$55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
corresponding rates.
How Cold Causes Ki'dney Disease.

Partly by driving blood from the
surface and congesting the kidneys,
and partly by throwing too much work

Rates
TO

CALIFORNIA
FROM

$25.00
SANTA

ON
March

FE, NEW MEXICO.

SALE DAILY,

to April 5th, 1912,
Rates to the Northwest.

1st

1

Low
SEE ANY SANTA FE Ac; ENT FOR
PARTICULARS.
H.S. LUTZ, Agt., SANTA FE, N. M.

upon

them.

Foley

Kidney

A substantial reaction in Reading
soon after the opening caused some
recession elsewhere but prices again
advanced and before the end of the
first hour, Union Pacific, United
Slates Steel, and Amalgamated Copper, were selling above the previous
best of the day. Early promises of
increased activity were not fulfilled,
however, there being frequent periods
of dullness. The market closed steady.
Some demand for Erie, which rose a
point, was the most striking feature
of the fiscal hour. Reading was again
under pressure and Union Pacific and
United States Steel were shaded fracPrices stiffened again in
tionally.
the final dealings.

Hotel Arrivals

A

Superintendent

I have
recently secured a special ra
jacKs at lower rates than ever befo
ids, la, to Albuquerque, N. M for
each, and can reach other points at c

Among Few Declines Were Canadian
and Northern Pacific and American Smelter.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, March 2 Gains far exceeded losses in the early trading on
the stock market today. St. Paul,
States Steel and
Reading, United
Chesapeake and Ohio were up substantial fractions and the market
more than the usual degree of
Among the few declines
activity.
and Northwere Canadian Pacific
ern Pacific and American
Smelting
d

LIBERAL

ai

DEFICIT UPON

DEFICIT

Army Shows Mismanagement,
and Graft Appears to Be
Rampant.
the hospital anl came home suf
fering worse than before.
I By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Here is her own statement.
St. Petersburg, March 2. A rather

156

.

CAUSED

The following letter from Mrs. Orville
Kock will show how unwise it is for women to submit to the dangersof a surgical
operation when often it may be avoided
by taking Lydia ti. Pinknam s vegetaDie
Compound. She was four weeks iu

3 80
3 15
3 05
2 45
2 25

VtHll

Ar
.Lv

And State
Ownership of Public
Worse Suffering Often
Utilities in Russia Is a
lows. Mrs. Rock's Case
Failure
A Warning.

20

Oapuliu

20
25

3i

2

Moines. N. M...Ar
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Palace.
C. S. Price, Springfield, Mo.
Everett Jennings, Chicago.
D. W. Canfield. Denver.
C. B. Stuublfield, Alcalde.
Mrs. F. 1). True, San Ildefonso.
Grayce Porter, Kspanola.
Benjamin Hill, Stanley.
M. H. Sanders Dallas.
B. C. Hjssell'.iss, Creede. Colo.
Hairy G. Caker, Creede, Colo.
D. T. Hosklns, Las Vegas.
B. T. Ennis, Denver.
D. B. Linau, Denver.
J. E. Sullivan, Denver.
R. W. Wittman, City.
.1. A. Matthew, Los Angeles.
A. J. Burkhe-ad- ,
Amarillo, Teas.
B. M. Casley, Denver.
F. P. Cooper, Chicago.
I. Sparks, City.
Arthur A. Toynnie, City.
Montezuma.
E. J. O'Brien, New York city.
A. B. Bash, Denver.
W. A. Cameron, El Paso.
C. M. Foraker, Albuquerque.
E. F. Byrne,
enver.
George W. Oakley, Kansas City, Mo.
P. E. Rinehart, Denver.
E. E. Martin, Denver.
Jose Ortiz y Pino, Galisteo.
Thomas M. Graham, Portland.
F. W. McNamara, Chicago.
L. M. Peeper, La Crosse.
E. W. Rosenstein, La Crosse.
Mrs. M. T. Hudgings, Cerrillos.
Mrs. H. T. Jones, Cerrillos.
Coronado.
F. R. Stevens and family, Mountain-air- .
Filadelfo Baca, Las Vegas.
Tom Cliffords Albuquerque.
N. P. Warten, Los Angeles.
H. A. Johnson, Racine, Wis.
A. Dockwiler, Cowles.
Ramon Mora, Galisteo.
R. Trujillo, Pojoaque.
Teadoro Trujillo, Pojoaque.

Pills

strengthen the kidneys, give tone Albuquerque Girl Dies of Pneumonia.
Following a two weeks' illness with
to the urinary organs and restore the

strong indictment of state ownership
was
as; far as Russia is concerned,
made recently in the Duma, the short
comings in various branches of the
Russian state management were illus
trated in the report of a committee of

inquiry read by Deputy Godneff.
The navy headed the list for ruinous neglect of the interests of the
treasury as well as those of the serv
ice. One flagrant instance of lack of
business method was given. In re
n
lermak
pairing tne
England, one of its engines, costing
An offer to
$100,000, was removed.
buy the discarded engine for $13,000
was made, but the Russian naval officers thought that a low price, and shipped the engine to Reval at a cost of
There it lay in the open for
$4,500.
seven years and was finally sold for
lixcessive allowances and inac$000.
curate bookkeeping on voyages of
Russian war vessels abroad were very
frequent. The committee discovered
that on the same day in the same port
different vessels purchased coal at
prices varying from $5.40 to $9.50 per
ton.
The army showed similar mismanIn one case the treasury
agement.
was the gainer because of the irregularity. At the Tchita stores 568,000
horseshoes were inscribed
in the
books, while the committee discovered by counting that the actual supply
stored was 1,367,000. The supply of
nails to go with them was also more
than double that entered. The usual
experience, however, was to find the
actual stocks far short of the amount
recorded.
In the budget of the Ministry of Railways, next largest after the Ministry
of Finance with its Spirits Monopoly,
there was a deficit of $61,000,000 for
the year 190S on a budget of $260,500,-000- .
This chronic deficit is ascribed
to the greater cost of construction over that prevailing on private railroads
and to other similar causes. On an
average the state spent $10,101.50
more per verst (about 5 furlongs) than
private railroads. The Amur railroad
is costing 10 to 15 per cent more than
the estimates. The line around Lake
Baikal cost $3,000,000 more than the
estimates, that being 20 per cent of
the entire cost.
The state iron works on the Urals
show a similar unsatisfactory record,
with a deficit totaling $5,000,000 for
the last ten years. Rep. Godneff referred to the fact that this deficit ocof
curred despite the membership
these state works in the combination
of iron works which kept an unnaturally high level of prices, which it is
not the province of the government
to encourage.
Naphtha-bearinlands in the Caucasus were in arrears on their payto the state.
ment of the land-ren- t
The sum now due from them amounted to $12,000,000.
A particular cause
of grievance
was the ineradicable habit of most
ministries to obtain appropriations
under one head and expend the money
the
for other needs, thus depriving
Duma of a good deal of its effective
on the budget.
Sums totaling
$;;'!. 500,000 were thus transferred from
one head to another in one year's budget alone.
Scarcity of supply of the precious
metals in the goldsmiths' and jewel- ei's' trade has forced the government
to undertake the retail sale of gold
i'lir1 silver.
This
"gold famine" has caused heavy inroads to be
made on the specie in circulation. Russian law threatens with heavy punishment the reconversion of coin into
metal by private individuals as well
as the clipping of coin or its reduction
in weight. Nevertheless, goldsmiths
have recently been melting coin in
large quantities, pariicularly at points
distant from the principal government
mints. This is done especially in the
"taiga," the large, marshy forest which
covers a great part of Siberia. Hitherto, gold in bars could he bought only
at the mints in St. Petersburg, Moscow and Odessa. To meet the legitimate demands of the trade, the Ministry of Finance will hereafter sell gold
in bars, planchets and sheets, 999 per
thousand pure, at a fixed price, and
allow the mint at St. Petersburg to
sell pure metal in quantities up to 18
pounds of gold and 36 pounds of silver per applicant, to private individuals and government office. A special distributing agency through the
medium of government
offices
at
points conveniently situated through-cu- t
the empire is now being organized.
g

Electricity Can Be Stolen.
Holding that electricity is a commodity and as such is subject to
farud and theft, Judge David J. Leahy
at Las Vegas refused to issue a writ of
habeas corpus for D. A. Harden. Har
den has been in the county jail since
early in the winter, having been held
for examination by the grand jury on
the charge of stealing electricity from
the Las Vegas Light and Power Com
pany. His attorneys maintained that
electric current is invisible and not
subject to theft. For this reason they
applied for a writ of habeas corpus.
Judge Leahy, in denying the writ,
held that electricity can be stolen.

St. John's Methodist Church.
Sabbath School at 9:45 a. m. Morning worship at 11:00 a. m. Junior
League, 3:00 p. m. Senior
League at 6:30 Topic "God's
by Love," Miss
Purposes Inspired
Maud Douthitt.
Evening worship,
7:30. There will be special music both
sermorning and evening.
vices Thursday, 7:30 p. m. Y'ou are
cordially invited to attend these services. Come and bring someone else.
J. M. Shinier, pastor.
First Presbyterian Church.

Cathedral.
Second Sunday in Lent, March 3.
First mass at 7 o'clock a. m.
Second mass at 9:30 a. m. Sermon
in English.
Third mass at 10:30 a. m. Sermon
in Spanish.
At 7 o'clock p. m. Rosary and Benediction. Sermon.
Lady of Guadalupe.
First mass 7 a. m. Second mass
9.30 a. m.
Sermon in Spanish and
English.
Church of the Holy Faith.
Rev. John W. Heal, priest in charge.
The second Sunday iii Lent. Services: Holy Communion and sermon,
11 a. ra.; evening prayer, 7:30. p. m.
Sunday school, 9:45 a. m.
Services on Tuesday and Friday evenings at 5:00 o'clock, and on Wednesday morning at 11 o'clock.
Every member of the church should
bu present at as many of these serTo be careless
vices as possible.
is
about attending church e services
to proclaim to the world that Christ's
passion and death is of no great interest to you. Would you dare to say

h

h

Mid-wee.- ,,

Don't mistake the cause of back,
ache.
To be cured you must know the
cause.'
It is wrong to imagine relief is
cure.
Backache is kidney ache.
You must cure the kidneys.
A Santa Fe resident tells you Sow.
Tfhomas M. Baca, Cerrillost St.,
Santa Fe, X. Mex., says: "My faith
in Doan's Kidney
Pills is just as
strong today as when I publicly
recommended them in 1902. I was
caused much suffering by backaches
for three years and though I never
laid off from work, my back was so
painful that it was all I could do to
get around. Doan's Kidney Pills entirely relieved me and I had no return
attack of the trouble for six months.
At that time my work brough on a
I at
recurrence of the complaint.
once took Doan's Kidney Pills and
they gave me relief. A medicine that
lives' up to the claims made for it
like Doan's Kidney Pills do, deserves
the strongest endorsement."
For sale by all dealers. Price 5fl
Co., Buffalo,
cents;. FostervMilburn
New York, sole agents for the United

B. Z. McCollough, minister. Sunday
school, 9:45 a. m., Fred McBride, superintendent. Morning worship, 11
o'clock. Theme, "The Second Great
Question of -- Ate." Junior Christian
4:15.
Vespers,
Endeavor, 3 p. m.
Senior
Theme, "With Face Set."
Christian
5:30. Subject,
Endeavor,
"Patience." An offering for the famine stricken in China will be taken up
at the Endeavor meeting. Special music at both of the regular services under the direction of the Chorister, AlMidweek services, States.
len R. McCord.
Remember the name
Wednesday night, 7:30, "Come thou
no other.
take
with us and we will do thee good."

that?

Doan's

and

which Governor Ross holds the native
citizens of the Territory is well
known in the nominations recently
made by him for territorial offices.
The name of but one native citizen of
the territory appears among them,
namely that of Hon. Rafael Romero.
sewers.
There are about 28,000 voters in this
Robert Bonner refuses $300,000 for territory. Of these at least 20.0-.Maud S.
are natives born in New Mexico and
Charleston and Georgia report an speaking the Spanish language. We
desire to present this little item of
earthquake.
The Texas legislature passes a law current history to the attention of the
in
and bucket 20,000 voters of Spanish descent
gambling
prohibiting
this territory."
shops.
Jack Gallagher posts $50 with the
"Governor Ross and Surveyor GenNew Mexican, for a fight with skin eral Julian of New Mexico are both
the Republican
tight gloves at Mottley's opera house renegades from
for $100 with John G. Karl.
party, and they ar- having as uncomCaptain Henry C. Pratt dropped fortable a time as any two officials
dead at Fort Stanton.
we know of. Bent County, Colorado,
Lieutenant R. C. Van Vliet has Register." True, they are both rebeen designated recruiting officer at negades from the Republican ptfrty,
Fort Union.
and all because that party found them
It is discovered that the federal unworthy and refused to honor them
building bill for Santa Fe passed afterward; and, as is usually the case
Congress without a clause making an with such fellows, they are now the
appropriation for the purpose. The bitterest enemies of their former
structure is to cost $52,814. The bill party. They are both contemptible
in order to politically."
will have to be
A meeting has been called of the
rectify the oversight.
The report is freely circulated that Valley Ranch Company at Pecos by
the D. & R. G. has purchased the T. A. L. Bailhache and C. C. Swinborne,
S F. & N. from Espanola
to Santa directors, to increase the capital
Fe and would immediately standard stock to $50,000.
gauge its lines from Denver to Santa
Fe.
R. G. Collins, Postmaster, Barnegal,
The fact that the Santa Fe rail- N. J., was troubled with a severe la
road is building up Gallinas canon grippe cough. He says: "I would be
is a certain indication that this rail- completely exhausted after each fit of
road will build across the Pecos River violent coughin
I bought a bottle of
right into Santa Fe and then down Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and
the Santa Fe river to Pena Blanca.
before I had taken it all the coughing
Editorials.
spells had entirely ceased. It can't
"The high regard and esteem in be beat." For sale by all druggists.

Quarter of a Century Ago.
(From Daily New Mexican of Wednesday, March 2, 1S87.)
Grover Cleveland appoints James M.
Trotter, a negro, to be recorder of
deeds in the District of Columbia.
Count William Weber committed
suicide at Las Vegas by taking strychnine. His uncle was Carl Marie
von Weber, the great composer. The
suicide was addicted to
When not
in intoxicants.
drunk, he was employed by Aniceto
C. Abeyta, the plaza jeweler.
Samuel Coolidge of Farmington is
lecturing on New Mexico in Pennsylvania.
The seven year old daughter of Xar-cisGurule lell into the family fire
place and was burned to death.
Abolish the wind, and the climate
of Las Vegas could not be excepted to
by anyboay in he World. Optic.
A violation of the Sunday law now
only costs from $3 to $15, or Imprisonment in the county jail for
from five to fifteen days.
Cheap
enough. A majority of the saloonkeepers will not "keep" Sunday now.
The people of Socorro want to nominate E. V. Chaves for mayor but
he declines as he is preparing himself for admission to the bar.
Jem Smith, the British champion is
on his way across the ocean to challenge John L. Sullivan f:r the championship belt of the world.
A pestilence is threatened at Nice
because an earthquake stopped up tile
o
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AXWELL GIVES SERVICE

eo'-.'r-

normal action of tue Diaader. They pneumonia, Cruzita Garcia, aged 16
are tonic in action, quick in results. years, a daughter of Anastasio Garcia,
died yesterday afternoon at her home
Try them. For sale by all druggists.
at Albuquerque. The girl was a pupil
in the public schools.
Commencement
The
Programs
New Mexican Printing Company have
received the new samples of embossed
and engraved commencement program
U Interested aiidthoaldknnw-A.about thu wonderful
covers. The line Is beautifully gotten
tvAMARVELWhirlinoSorav
up with the latest patterns and de
hitiiihi rjriiire
in sww Best
AI oat conven
signs. Samples will be mailed upon
ient, it cleanses
request to any one interested. Make
AskyonrdrngiHitforlt."
your selections early.
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
If be cannot suupit the
MARVEL. K'. ept no
Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts all
other, hn apnfi RtAmo fur
book paled. It ffrfM
New Mexican
of the time and works for the
Want ads always illustrated
upfull DarMonlarl and direction ln
Valuable to ladles. M tlf VEL CO.
results.
It.
Try
bring
building of our new State.
A ta.tSSH Street. IiW "OBK.

Every Woman

The Mistake Is Made by Many Santa
Fe Citizens.

CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS

Many Unsuccessful

RATON NEW MEXICO.

GENERAL OFFICES
(Read Down)
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Company

Railway

SOCIALISM

15

Service Measures the Worth of Any

Vehicle.

Motor-Drive- n

Its Record in the Glidden Tour Proves the MAXWELL Is the Car for You
as the reliable touring automobile. Four
Maxwell proved decisively in the Glidden Tour its
100 per cent efficiency at all times throughout
run over the hardest roads in the
the 1,
was
offered.
Maxwell
the only perfect score team the easiest car on tires,
'lilted Slates, winninfr all trophies
the victor among t4 01 America s pest Known cars.

ears
proved
I

454-mi-

K

A.

The Car
for the
Family Man
in Town
and

rrr

"f

1-

-

MAXWELL
k MASCOTTE

I

M

V

H. P.
Touring Car
25

$1,175

Country

F. O. B. Denver
Fully Equipped

$1,175 f. o. b. Denver.

Fully equipped.
MAXWELL "SPECIAL," Touring
$1,580 MAXWELL "MERCURY," Roadster
MAXWELL "MASCOTTE," Roadster ....... .$1,120 MAXWELL "MESSENGER," Roadster
All Prices F. O. B. Denver, Fully Equipped.
Combines Ilelinblltty with Hich-GraAppmranc,
both fully developed Maxwell characteristics.
Keeug-nlze- d
as "The Aristocrat of Moderate-Price- d
Cars."
Wears longest, easy to operate and universally satisfactory to more than 50,000 owners. Official records
of New York state show that 91 per cent of Maxwells
registered in 1905 are still in use.
Write TODAY for "The Story
Automobile"
booklets and

$1,345
$ 720

Many makers have tried to produce a car of Equal
Character at the Maxwell price, but they have lacked
the mammoth manufacturing facilities possessed by
The United States Motor Company, whose
quantity
production and ability to purchase raw materials
at
figures make Maxwell quality at Maxwell
price possible.
of the Glidden Tour," and "How to Judge an
the complete 1912 Maxwell catalogue.
rock-botto-

THE

FERNALD AUTOMOBILE CO.
Colorado, New Mexico and Wyoming Distributors for the
"JIAXWELL," the "COLUMBIA," the "SAMPSON" MOTOR TRUCK.

1216-122- 6

Broadway

DENVER, COLORADO

SATURDAY, MARCH 2, 1912.

STRIKE

THE SANTA FE XEW MEXICAN", SAXTA FE, X.

LEADERS AT
LAWRENCE HOLD OUT.

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
CALL FOK REPUBLICAN CONVEN
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
TION OF THE STATE OF
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
NEW MEXICO.
Not it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sigof Mill Owners
Concessions
nature is on each box. 25c.
Deemed Sufficient by the
Pursuant to (he requirements of
the call made by the Republican NaUnion Members.
CAUGHT IN ACT OF
tional Committee on December
12,
ROBBING MONTREAL BANK.
for a Republican National ConBy Special Leased Wire to Xow Mexican)
to
2
be held in the City of Chivention,
Despite
Lawrence, Mass., March
One Bandit is Killed and Two Others cago, in the State of Illinois, at twelve
yesterday's announcement of increaso'clock noon on Tuesday,
Severely Wounded in Street
June IS,
ed wages in all but two of the textile
Battle.
of1912, for the purpose of nominating
mills, the strike of the operatives
tocandidates for President and
ficially was no nearer settlement in- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican!
to be voted for at the Presof
the
news
before
the
day than
2.
Sur- idential election on
Montreal, Quebec, March
of
Tuesday, Novemattitude
The
received.
crease was
prised in the act of dynamiting the ber 5, 1912, and for the
of
the strike leaders and many of the West Montreal branch of the Royal such other business as transaction
may properly
continues
bodies
labor
organized
bank here this morning, a band of five come before it, the Republican Cendestrongly in support .of the original of- bandits engaged in a battle with the tra! Committee of the State of New
exceeded
the
mands which greatly
police, in which one robber was killed, Mexico, assembled at Santa Fe on
fer made by the mill owners.
two others wounded, and Charles Fitz- - this 25th day of January, 1912, hereWant 15 Per Cent Increase.
Patrick, son of the local chief of po by calls for the holding of a convenLawrence, Mass, March 2. Nearly lice, was badly wounded.
tion of the Republican party of the
all of the fifty delegates who attended
After two of the robbers were cap State of New Mexico to be held in
a meeting of the strike committee to- tured, another battle occurred in the the City of Santa Fe, State of New
day spoke in favor of standing firmly outskirts of the city, and the others "Mexico, at two o'clock on Friday, the
inare being closely pursued.
No coin Sth day of March, A. D., 1912, for the
for the original demands, which
purpose of selecting eight delegates
clude an advance of fifteen per cent, was taken from the bank.
and eight alternates to represent the
the abolition of the premium system
Republican party of the State of New
and double pay for overtime. Others TAFT WILL BE GUEST
OF WILSON S FRIEND. Mexico in the said national convenadvocated that the industrial workers
tion called to be held at Chicago on
remain on strike until Ettor and
accused of being accessories Leaves for New York to Attend Din- the ISth day of June, 1912.
The Republican Central Committees
ner Given in Honor of W. D.
to murder, are released from jail.
ot the various counties of the State
Howells.
Pat.
Will Stand
are by this committee requested and
The committee which conferred with
directed to issue a call for the holdLeased
Wire
New
to
Special
Mexican)
(By
Comofficials of the American Wooieti
of the
D. C, March 2. Pres- ing of a county convention
Washington,
gentold
the
Boston
yesterday
pany in
ident Tat't left Washington today for Republican party in the respective
Wpod
eral committee that President
New York where tonight he will be counties upon such notice and date as
of the company had said the five per the
deem expedient
for the
guest o. Colonel George Harvey, they may
of electing delegates to the
cent advance proposed was only for at a smail dinner
purpose
of
in
honor
given
said State convention to be held on
those who are now working in the William Dean Howells,
the author. the Sth
mills.
day of March, 1912. as aforewill
The
return
to
President
WashingCommissioner of Labor Neill confer- ton
said, at which the basis ot represenearly Sunday morning.
tation shall be one delegate for each
red with several officials of the Indusone hundred votes, or a fraction theretrial Workers of the World, and with
of of fifty or more, cast for the Repubsome of the mill Heads. Dr. Neill has COULD NOT KEEP
FAMILY FROM STARVING. lican candidate for governor of the
decided to make no statement or pubState of New Mexico at the late eleclication until he reports.
Therefore Mrs. Jellson Poisoned Her- tion. held on the 7th day of November,
Five Per Cent Advance Rejected.
1911, and one delegate at large from
self and Four Children With
Lawrence, Mass., March 2. The
'
each
recounty in addition, upon which
to
Potassium.
voted
,
committee
today
general
basis the representation at the State
of fifty-fou- r
ject the five percent advance
Leased Wire to New Mexican) convention of the Republican
party
hours work and to stand by the (By Special
Salem, Ore., March 2. Despondent of the State of New Mexico, to be
demand.
original
because
of her inability to earn held on March Sth, 1912, from the
enough money to keep her four chil- several counties of the State, shall
be as follows:
li :en from
BAPTIST MINISTER INDICTED
starvation, Mrs. L. F. Jn'I-- s
ON PERJURY CHARGE.
Delegates
on, aged about 36, administered cya-19
ae of poiiFsium to each of their, and Bernalillo
7
Chaves
Chain of Sensational Incidents
'.l!tn dranii a doo.; herself. All five
17
Colfax
With Saloon Fighting
rr dead.
4
in Texas Town.
Curry
Dona Ana
'. . . 14
JUDGE CARPENTER DENIES
5
Eddy
(By Special Leased Wire to Xew Mexican)A
MOTION OF PACKERS. Grant
12
Fort Worth, Texas, March 2.
11
Guadalupe
few hours after Rev. Frank J. Norris,
vi.
had Defendants Desired to Introduce
8
Lincoln
church
the
of
First
Baptist
pastor
4
dence That Profits Were Not
Luna
been indicted on the charge of per6
Exorbitant.
McKinley
jury, his home burned down last night.to
15
Mora
This came as a mysterious sequel
6
an equally mysterious chain of events (By Special Leased Wire w New Mexican) Otero
9
minister
Chicago, 111., March 2 U. S. District Quay
in which the
20
moArriba
Rio
denied
a
Judge
today
Carpenter
has figured.
4
The most startling developments tion of the defense in the packers' Roosevelt
6
came last night, when, accused of per- trial to introduce evidence showing Sandoval
5
San Juan
jury, Norris was charged with having that the profits of the companies rep30
written letters to himself in which he resented by the defendants were not San Miguel
18
was threatened with death if he did exorbitant in the period covered by Santa Fe
6
Sierra
the indictment.
not leave town.
22
Socorro
Norris first attracted attention here
14
Taos
o RACES KEPT GOING EVEN
by a campaign for enforcement
10
Torrance
deNorris
Then
laws.
NATION
IF
TO
GOES
SMASH.
prohibition
14
Union
to
made
been
had
an
clared
attempt
19
Valencia
followed
was
This
assassinate him.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
March 2. Weather clear,
by the destruction of the First BapJuarez,
305
tist church by fire. Norris reported a track fast, first race, tour furlongs.
All notice of contest shall be subsecond attempt had been made on his Inquieta, 115, (Cailahan) 2 to 1, first;
mitted in writiug setting forth the
life after this, and he traveled with Negligee, 108 (Keogh) 4
second; ground of contest, which must be
the
he
exhibited
a body guard. Then
Pan Zareta, 110, (Murray), 7 to 2, filed with the
Secretary of the State
warning letters which last night the third. Time, 47
Bells and Tom Central Committee at least two days
to
wrote
Norris
declared
jury
grand
G ran.
before the meeting of said convenhimself. Norris' charges attracted a
tion.
church
to
his
of
deal
attention
great
All county
conventions must be
work.
held not later than the 4th day of
March, 1912.
SUNDAY'S RACE CARD
VENCESLAO JARAMILLO.
Quotations.
Closing
AT THE JUAREZ MEET.
Chairman.
New York, March 2. Call money
HERBERT W. CLARK. Secretary.
2
4
;
Silver
Prime
paper
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) 58
Mexican dollars 47; Copper
Juarez, Mex., March 2. Entries for
Tin 42.5043; Lead 4
State of New Mexico,
six
tomorrow: First race, selling
4.10; Amalgamated 68; Sugar 118
County of Santa Fe. No. 6891.
furlongs. X Narfi 93; Mary Emily, 96; Atchison 104
Great Northern 131;
First Fashion, 98; Salali, 109; Flying New York Central 1115-8- ; Northern City of Santa Fe,
vs.
Pearly, Nila, 110: Fr. Smoot, Swede Pacific
US
Reading 154
S. C. France, B. S. Aeetf, and J. H.
Sam, Fundamental, 112; Wings of the Southern Pacific 109
PacifUnion
Britton.
Morning, 115.
ic 165; Steel 613-8- ;
teel pfd. 1081-4- .
In the District Court of the First
Second race, selling, one mile and
Grain and Provisions.
Judicial District of New Mexico for
a furlong. X Whidden, 99; Green-bridg2.
111.,
March
Wheat
Chicago,
the County of Santa Fe.
Azo, 104; Wolferton, 112.
May 104
July 98
The said defendants, S. C. France,
Third race, selling five and one-ha711-2- ;
71
Corn
May
July
S. Reed and J. H. Britton are hereB.
furlongs. X Yo Solo, 99; Helen HawkOats May 53
July 49
ins, 102; Deerfoot, 106; Mike Molett,
by notified that a complaint has been
Pork May 15.85.
filed against them
in the District
Regards, Waner, 108; Billy Mayhue,
Lard May 9.421-2- .
114.
Court for the County of Santa Fe,
Antigo, 111;
Ribs May 8.80.
Fourth race, La Victoria handicap,
State aforesaid, that being the Court
Kansas City.
Tourist,
$1,000 value, six
furlongs.
in which said case is pending, by said
Kansas
Re2.
Cattle
March
City,
110; Lady Rankin, 112; XX Ymir, ceipts 500
no southerns. plaintiff, City of Santa Fe, the general
including
110; XX Vanir, Upright, 113; Closer, Market
object of said action being; plaintiff
steady. Native steers J5.50
124.
prays judgment against the defendant,
8.40;
southern
steers
$5.756.25;
f
five
and
Fifth race, selling,
S. C. France for the sum of $82.40
southern cows and heifers $125
furlongs. Gun Hartridge, 92; Lady 5.25; native cows and heifers $3.25
said sum alleged to be due the plainTendi, Golden Ruby, 102; Chanticlor, C.50; stockers and feeders $4.25
tiff for the construction by the plainSena, 106; Tallow Dip, Stafford, 108;
tiff of a sidewalk in front of or upon
bulls $3.755.50; calves $4.50
Phil Connor, 111; Meddling Hannah, 6.40;
8; western steers $5 7.25; western lots 3, 4, 5 and 6 in Block "B" in the
113.
Berardinelli Addition to the City of
cows $3.505.25.
Sixth race, selling one mile and a
Santa Fe, N. M., and abutting upon
Hogs
3,000.
Market
Receipts
furlong. Tahoe, 98; Lonia, Hearts strong to 5c
higher. Bulk of sales Don Gaspar Avenue, with interest at
Kelief, 100; Rubinon, Mamac, Tiflis, $6.20
6.40; heavy $6.406.45; pack- the legal rate from January 30, 1912
102; X Rake, 103; Virginia Lindsey, ers and butchers
Sfi.2nirafi 40lights and costs of this proceeding; that the
104; Coppers, Jim Cafferata, 106;
above described lots be decreed to be
pigs
$66.35;
$4.755.50.
108.
500.
Sheep
Receipts
Market sold for ine purpose of satisfying the
X Apprentice allowance.
Muttons $3.504.75;
steady.
lambs amount above named;
XX Coupled, F. J. Grefer entry.
$56.60; fed wethers and yearlings Plaintiff prays judgment against the
$45.7o; fed ewes $34.40.
defendant, B. S. Reed, for the sum of
HEAVY STORM OVER
Chicago.
$26.90, said sum elleged to be due the
MIDDLE WESTERN STATE.
Chicago. March 2. Cattle p
plaintiff for construction by the plain300. Market slow, st ead v. Ropvos
tiff of a sidewalk in front of or upon
Missouri, Kansas, Iowa, Nebraska and $4.908.60; Texas steers $4.605.90; Lot 5 in Block "A" in the Berardinelli
Dakotas Again Covered With
western steers $57; stockers and Addition to the City of Santa
Fe, N.
Blanket.
feeders $4.806.20: cows and heifera M. and
abutting upon Don Gaspar
$2.156.65; calves $5.758.50.
Avenue in said City, with legal inte(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Hogs
Receipts 15,000.
Market rest from January 30, 1912, and costs
5c
to
A
Kansas City, Mo., March 1.
up. Light 6.25fflfi.47 1.2: of this
'heavy strong
proceeding; that the above
snow storm prevailed over Missouri, mixed $6.206.50:
heavv
Sfi.25ffi described lot be decreed to be sold
rough $6.256.35; pigs $4.65 for the purpose
Kansas, Iowa, Nebraska, North Da- 6.521-2- ;
of satisfying the
6.30; bulk of sales $6.406.45.
kota and South Dakota today. In Okamount above named.
northern
and
lahoma
Texas heavy
Sheep
Receipts 2,000.
Market
Plaintiff prays judgment against the
steady to strong. Native $3.254.85;
rains fell.
defendant, J. H. Britton, for the sum
The local weather forcaster predict- western $3.754.90; yearlings $4.90
sum alleged to be due
ed that the snow storm would continue 5 75; lambs, native $4.507; western of $51.15 said
the plaintiff for the construction by
in the southwest throughout the day. $5 7.10.
the plaintiff of a sidewalk in front of
or upon Lots 7 and 8 in Block "C" in
the Berardinelli Addition to the City
of Santa Fe, N. M., and abutting upon
Don Gaspar Avenue, in said City,
with legal interest from January 30,
1912 and costs of this proceeding;
that the above described lots be de.
creed to be sold for the purpose of saIt tells ill about SEEDS, BULBS, Plants,
Poultry and Bee Supplies tisfying the amount above named, as
will more fully appear by reference
to the complaint filed in said cause.
And that unless you enter your ap"cSiSSS pearance
in said cause on or before
Giov-annett- i,

saloon-fightin-

to,

MARKETREPORT
4

141-23--

e,

lf

Pit-a-Pa- t,

one-hal-

-

Vel-sin- i,

mm
......
-

11

J4iIM;HJi)

THE BARTELDES SEED CO.

Mm

the 22nd

M.

PAGE

day of April, A. I). 1912,
Will be rendered against

judgment

you in said cause by
j

In witness Whereof, 1 have here- unto set my hand and seal of said
co irt at Santa Fe, New Mexico, this
14th day of February, A. D. 1912.
FOR RENT Furnished house.
M. A. ORTIZ,
(Seal
County Clerk.
The name and address of plaintiff's
FOR SALE Pony, buggy and
attorneys is Easiey & Kasley, Santa ness. Apply Kerr's Barber Shop.
Fe, N. M.
FOR SALE Rhode Island Red
HOW GOLD PENS ARE MADE lor setting. Caii l:;i )e Vargas

Box

Low-itzk-

karats.
The gold from which the pens are
to be made is rolled and rerolled until
what was originally a thick, heavy bar
of gold has been rolled into a thin
gold ribbon about three feet in length
by four inches wide. Then this gold
ribbon is put into a machine which
stamps out of it pen shapes, all still
flat. Then on the tip of each of these
pens is fused the iridium point, and
then the shapes go to a slitting machine, which cut the slit in the pen.
From this slitting machine the pens
go through another, which gives them
their rounded, familiar pen form, and
then the pens are ground and polish18

i.

room house. Capital
FOR SALE
Hill. Mrs. M. Knii'ger, Galisteo St.,
Santa Fe. Cash or time.

and
FOR SALE Oak
sideboard
furniture.
Call afternoons between 1
and 5 o'clock, Capital Hill. Mrs. M.
Krueger, Galisteo St., Santa Fe.
TYPEWR! 1ERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Nev
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup
plies. Typewriters sold, exchangee
a"J rented. Standard makes handled
All repair work and typewrites guai
an teed. Santa Fe Typewriter E
change. Phone 231.
AGENTS Triple- - W'-- r Hosiery
The best paying proposition ever
guaranteed for six months.
Write for special offer 0 pair FREE.
line.
Beautiful
Everybody
buys.
Credit given. Write for exclusive
territory. Triple-Wea- r
Hosiery Mills,
Franklin and Girard Avenue, Philadelphia, Fa. Mention in answering
this advertisement. Dept. M. 21.
d

Better go. Take your family and
friends with you.

Santa Fe Chapter Ns.
R. A. M.
Regular
convocation second
Monday of eacb month
st Masonic Hall al
7:30 p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
L,

;s
ClJl

p

Santa Fe Commanderj

No. 1, K. T. Regulai
conclave fourth Mon- ? day in each month at
Masonic Hs.1) at 7:Sf
p. m.

Free Lectures.

W. H. KENNEDY, E.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.

Excellent Music.
liberal education
along lines
will interest you and
every
member of your family irrespective
of age or sex.
A

that

For further particulars call on

S. LUTZ,
Afjent,
Santa Fe, N.

M.

CHAS. E. LJXNEi. Secretary.

An
for the city man
whose thoughts turn hack to the
farm. An object lesson for the farmer
looking for hints on
farming. Intensely interesting and entertaining lectures on a variety of subjects.
Moving pictures and other
views of many sections of the Southwest. Exhibits of improved machinery that lessens labor, saves time and
increases results.

H

7.30.

ALAN R. McCORD, W.

March 9

eggs
St.

.FOR RENT Three or six room
Metal Is Rolled Into a Ribbon and
house with furniture or not. D. S.
Pen Shapes Are Cut Out by
Machinery.

i

MASONH.
Montezuma
Lodgi.
No. 1. A.. F. & A. M.
commune
Regular
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall
a

February 26 to

.

The tiny tip of white metal seen on
the under side of the point of a gold
pen may be of platinum, but it is more
likely to be Iridium. Iridium is a very
hard metal and it is expensive; it
costs about four times as much as
gold. The purpose of the iridium tip
is. of course, to give the pen a more
durable tip.
The gold pen maker buys his gold
at the assay office in bars of pure 24
karat gold, which he melts and alloys
with his silver and copper to the degree of fineness required. Gold of 14
naidiH is ueu m uie iimuu aciure oi
the best American gold pens, that be
ing the degree of fineness deemed
most suitable for pen use; but good
pens made in this country for sale in
France are made of IS karats, the
French government requiring that all
articles exposed for sale in that country as gold shall be of not less than

Fraternal Societies

Kansas City
Land Show

har-

SEVEN

M.

C.

Santa Fe ixidge ot
Perfection
No.
14tn
1,
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite ol
Free Masonrv mpet on
the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o clock in the evening U
Masonic Hall, south side of Plasa.
VUHIm. CAntlc,h 1 ! . - W
dually Invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
Venerable Matter.
HENRT F. STEPHENS. 32
Secretary.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
SALEMEN
ESTABLISH A BUSINESS OF YOUR
OWN WITHOUT CAPITAL.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
Our original plan of selling groceries
resto
stockmen,
farmers,
bj sample
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
taurants, boarding houses and other
and Counselor at Law.
Attorney
large consumers, enables energetic
Rooms
salesmen to establish quickly a perma- Capital
City Hank Building,
nent business of their own yielding a
Santa Fe, .New Mexico.
adCommission
splendid income.
Assistant District Attorney, First
vanced.
settlements. Judicial District.
ed and finished ready for use.
American gold pens in fountain pens Goods s.old s'.ibject t" trial. Experior as dip pens are sold in every coun- ence not essential.
PAUL A. F. WALT dti
Write for particulars today giving
try in Europe in competition with pens
AttOrney-at-Li.;of British or of German manufacture,
reference;.
Santa Fe,
sew Mexie
and under the same competition they
JOHN SEXTON & CO.
are sold throughout the world, in WHOLESALE GROCERS, LAKE &
E. C. ABBOTT
South America, Africa, Japan, China,
FRANKLIN STS., CHICAGO.
e
wherever pens are used.
in the District and 6u
preme Courts.
Department of the Interior,
Prompt and careru.
attention given to all busineaa.
United States Land Off.ce.
TIME"
"LONG
IS DEFINED
Banta "e.
Santa Fe, N. M., 'eb. S, 1912.
New Mexici
(013817.)
Remark of Governor of North Caro12, 1911.
Republication.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
lina to Governor of South CaroNotice is hereby given that the fol.
lina Brought Into Court.
Attorneys-at-Lavlowing named claimant has filed noPractice in tae Distri t Court k.
The
remark of the Gov- tice of his intention to make final wen as before the Supreme Court o.
ernor of North Carolina to the Gov- proof under sections 16 and 17 of the the termor.
ernor of South Carolina has at last Act of March 3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), iau Cruces,
New Mexico
been brought Into court, carefully as amended by the Act of February
of
1S93
in
21,
470)
Stats.,
(27
support
construed, and found not to be so
G. W. PRICHARD
long as some other times. It Is prob- his claim 3253, serial 013817, for tract
and Counsellor a. Law
Attorney
21
sees.
sec.
in
and
1,
2S,
and
tract 2,
able that it was the exceeding
Practice in all the District Court"
droughtiness of the interval which 28, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M. & 15. and
gives special
to casei
made it seem long. In a prosecution viz: Donaciano Lucero of Cuba, N.
before the Territorial Supreme Court
for the illegal sale of whisky In Ala- M.
Said proof will be made before the Offics: Laughlln Blk, Santa Fn. N. M
bama, a witness testified that he had
bought a pint of liquor of the ac- Register or Receiver, U. S. Land OfC. W. Q. WARD
cused "a short time" before the grand fice, Santa Fe, N. M., on April 15, 1912.
Territorial District Attorn y
Claimant names the following witJury returned the indictment against
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
him. It was objected that this evi- nesses to prove his actual, continuous
dence did not show that the prose- adverse possession of said land for
Vegas,
New Mexico
cution had been begun within 12 twenty years next preceding the surmonths after the sale of the whisky, vey of the township, viz.:
HARRY D. MOULTON
Dionicio McCoy, Victor Casaus, both
the time limited by statute for beginIn discussing or Cuba, N. M.
ning a prosecution.
Attnrnav-at-Lathis objection, the Supreme court, in
Any person who desires to protest
Wilson versus State, 56 Southern against the allowance of said proof, or
Reporter, 114, after holding that "a who knows of any substantial reason
short time" might be taken In the con- under the laws and regulations of the
Bant To, N. M.
nection in which it was used to re- Interior Department why such proof
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
fer to a period less than 12 months, should not be allowed, will be given
Land Claims and Contests a Speclaltj
said, by way of Illustration:
The an opportunity at the above mentionwould
'a
time'
refer
expression
long
ed time and place to
Chas. R. Eaaley
to a very different period of duration the witnesses of said claimant, and to Chae. F. Easley.
EASLEY & EASLRY.
have
and
a widely different meaning offer evidence in rebuttal of that subin measuring time when used by an mitted by the claimant; and especial
Attorneys at Law.
Practice In tba courts and befon
archaeologist having reference to the notice is hereby given to Manual Ara-goLand Department
period of existence of the Egyptian
y Lucero, claimant of claim 1303,
Land grants and titles examined.
pyramids, than when used by Caro- serial 013791, which conflicts with tho
lina Governors with reference to the land herein described as to .47 of an Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office EUd
time between drinks." The court acre or tract of 2 of
cla, N. M.
the claim 3253, of
may be right, but probably the GovMcKEAN & CHEETHAM,
ernor of North Carolina measured o.portunity afforded him at the above
.
Attorneys-at-Lawtime as recommended by the poet mentioned time and place.
R.
MANUEL
OTERO,
who said : "We live
Practice in all the Courts and R
in feelings,
Register. lore the Interior
not in figures on the dial." Colliers'.
Department
ras.
New Mexico.
Backache Almost Unbearable
Tair Offer.
Is an almost certain result of kidney
H. L. ORTIZ,
It 'was a political meeting In the
Attorney and Counsettor-at-Laeast end, and the M. P., an excep- trouble. D. Toomey, 803 E. Olive St.,
111.,
says: "I suffered
Practicing before all the courts in
tionally popular man, was addressing Bloomington,
his constituents. The politician in with backache and pains in my kid- the Territory.
New Meyir
question rejoices in a luxuriant crop neys which were almost unbearable. I Santa Fe
of hair. The audience was sympa- gave Foley Kidney Pills a good trial,
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS.
thetic for the most part; but there and they done wonders for me. Today
Public Stenographer
was one man in the front row of the I can do a hard day's work and not
Santa Fe, N. M.
audience who made numerous inter- fel the effects." For sale by all drugRooms 11 and 12 Laughlln Block
ap- gists.
ruptions. He was a
Phone Red 162.
parently, and had but recently been
heaving coals.
Society Stationery The New Mexi"Get your hair cut!" he shouted can Printing Company have on hand
THE PROBERT
during a most pathetic passage in the and can make up promptly the latest
ADVERTISING
AGENCY.
candidate's speech. The
forms in society stationery. The new
catch phrase seemed particularly ap- size correspondence cards, etc. Or- Advertisements Place in
Any Publicaplicable, so a good many of the au- ders taken for engraved and em
dience laughed.
bossed work. Several lines to make
tion in the World.. Write Us
But the M. P. was equal to the oc- your selection from.
for Rates, Etc., Lock Box 56.
casion.
NEW MEXICO
"I will make a bargain with that
TAOS,
gentleman," he said. "I will get my
FOR
SALE.
bair cut if he will get bis face
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
Department of the Interior. Office of In.
washed."
dlan Affftlrs, Washington, 1). U., Heeein-be- r
Dentist
SO, 1911.
There were no more interruptions.
Sealed bids marked outside
Bid, Timber Sale No. a. Jicarilla Indian Res- Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
London
ervation. New Mexico," and addressed to the
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, WashinKton,
D C. will be received until 12 o'clock noon. Kast Phone Red 6.
ern
time.Friday,March29-1912for
the
purchase
of
Honor.
Woman's Sense
Office Hours Sa. m. to 6 p. m
and removal of all merchantable dead timber
Much has been done by our own standing or fallen and all the live timber that
And by Appointment
for
be
the
cutt'nR
by
designated
officer
higher education and widening field may
In charee on a AesiKnated area of approxiof work, and a woman now despises mately 20,000 acres upon both tribal and allot
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
lands of tne jicariua Indian Reservation.
what used to be by repute her most ted
located within townshins 31
New
Physician and Surgeon.
formidable weapons a lie, tears and and 32Mexico,
North. Ranees ! and 3 West. New
Office and Residence
Washingtoi
ivintf north nf
a skillful appeal to the vanity of man. Mexico Principal Meridian,
watershed, west of Sawmill Canyon Ave. next door to Public Library.
The writer has often noticed the Coraques
WUbersnu aim hijuiii aim west 01 lie Lenver Offlfte iou.Ts
11 a. ra. id 12:30 p. n
Rio Grande Railroad tracks, and containmarkedly greater breadth of view and and
approximately 30 000.000 feel. B M of 2 t l p. in. Evenings.
the truer sense of honor among the ing
timber, principally yellow pine A deposit nf
Phone Black 47.
form of a certified check on a
present-dagirl students compared $1,500 in the
National Bank drawn in favor of
with that which obtained when 6b e solvent
or
Indian AHairs must acthe commissioner
each bid. Five years and fnurmonths
herself was a student, and which is company
M.
will be allowed for th cut'tnit and reuova
women
of
of
still largely that
her of the timber. No bid 1 s ihnn t no
will
M.
c
fee
be
insidei
board
The
td
own age today. An even more strik- per
RESIDENCE, DON GASPAR
ripht to wave technical defeats in advertiseing fact is that the majority of men ments and bids and to reject aiy and all bids
AVE
must oe ut under
do not seem to expect as keen a sense is reserved. The timber
ru'es and regular.if ns copies of which, with
Phone, 220 Red
of honor from women as they do from further information and blank bid forms, mny
from the Superintendent of the OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
themselves.
This mental atmosphere be obtained
Indian School, Dulce, New Mexico,
has surely a deterrent effect upon the Jicarilla
or from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
c.
Phone, 237 Black
A
sense.
Woman Washington, D. F.
growth of that
H ABBOTT,
Teacher, In London Spectator,
Acting Comm ssloner of ...Ian Af a .s
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M

a p. o. e.
Santa Fe Lodg

17-1-

Semi-monthl- y

J.

D. SENA,

....

F. W. FARMER
Homester.d No.
2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
Second
and Fourth Tnur
days, Flremam'a
Hall. H. Foreman,
A. E. P. Robinson.
Cor. Lec. Fred F.
Alarid.

Attorney-at-Lav-Practlc-

Santa Fe Cam

d

cross-examin- e

n

well-know- n

B.

Secretary.

v

at:inn

No.

P. O. E. holds
its regular session w
the second and fourta
of each
Wednesday
month. Visiting brothers are lnviteo and
welcome.
CARL A. BISHOP.
Exalted Ruler.

40,

1S514,

M.

a.

W.

(fleets second Tuesday each month, so
cial meeting tLlr
at Elks
Tuesday
Hall. Vlatlng natch

bors welcome

A. G. WHITTIER,
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.

Cmiul

Santa Fe Camp No.
6673, R. N. A. meets
first Tuesday of eacb
month;

social meeting

third Tuesday at

Fire-

man's Hall. Visiting
neighbors welcome.
NETTIE VICKROY,
Oracle.
MAGGIE L. FRIDAY, Recorder.
movement
The "Child's Welfare"
the attention
has chal.enged
of
Moththoughtful people everywhere.
ers are natural supporters, and will
find in Foley's Honey and Tar Compound a most valuable aid. Coughs
and colds that unchecked lead to
croup, bronchitis and pneumonia yield
quickly to the healing and soothing
and Tar
qualities of Foley's Hon.-For sale by aU druggists.
Compound.
Subscribe for the Santa Te New
Mexican, the paper that boosts all of
the time and works for the upbuilding of our new State.
New Mexican Want
bring results. Try It.

Ad3

always

EUROPEAN CAPITAL
f'urnished for attractive enterprises
substantial lines of business.
Railroads, Tractions, Water & Electric Powers, Irrigations, Timber, Min.
infc-Agricultural & Industrial.
Bond, Debenture and Stock Issues
Underwritten, Purchased or Sold.
Properties purchased for European
exploitation and investment.
Financial Undertakings of all sorts

(n all

,

handled.
Miscellaneous commissions and
of all characters accepted for
ecution in any European country.
Correspondence enclosing full
tails at first
invited.

or-de-rs

exde-

ng

THE INTERNATIONAL

BANKERS

ALLIANCE

Bloomsbury Street,
London, England,

18

Tit-Bit- s.

PANHANDLE
STOCKMAN'S
CONVENTION

EL PASO, TEXAS,
March 5, 6 and 7, 1912,

$16.10

y

DP.

le--

J.

DIAZ,

Round Trip Rate from

SANTA FE,NEW MEXICO
Dates of Sale, Mar. 3, 4, 5, 1912.
Return Limit, Mar. II, 1912.

and
fare from
all Stations in New Mexico.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
SANTA FE, N. M.

One

one-fif-

th
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S FLOUR

We have just unloaded another
car, and for

the answer to

A LIMITED TIME,

every Bakirxg Problem.

It's

UrxiforiTV.
ard MorCLARABEE
S

Made by

Famous
A

(Ti

ar:

c--

i-

ROGERS SILVERWARE
IN EVERY

SACK.,
46-Pie- ce

will refund your money if not entirely

Phone No. 4.

satisfactory.

What is the best gait for
man to take?

S. SPITZ,

TAKEN

A

,

X

of Marshal Fields,
building on Thurs-

New-Stat- e

Saturday-evenings-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-all-

E

Watches
and
Clocks.

A

y.

f

If you will consider tl;at the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge
your
watch a speck of oil ami a cleaning
fence a year.
will
It
increase the
life and accuracy of your watch.
Leave your watch with "us

Was a Santa Fe Man

" Time Pieces That

i

Are

Once Here
You Will Have Your Choice

From A Choice Collection

AT THE

Of Choice Meats!

CLARENDON GARDEN
Manager.

DOWN TOWN

precipitation yesterday and last night
was .06 of an inch. A severe thunderstorm passed southwest of the city
last evening and there were vivid
flashes of lightning.
The maximum
shade temperature yesterday was 48
degrees and sun temperature 77 degrees. The lowest temperature last
night was 30 degrees.
Woman's Museum Committee The
Woman's committee of the New Mexico Museum will hold a regular meeting on Monday afternoon at four
o'clock at the Palace of the Governors.
Tears Can't Atone for Breaking Law
With tears streaming down his face,
E. C. Stevens, star witness for E. J.

Estes, former county commissioner.
now serving time at Canon City after
hni'inp' lllonriori fritiltv n fnvtrarv o1
false pretenses was sentenced
at
Montrose, Colo., to not less than two
nor more than three years for perjury.

i

ANNUAL MEETING OF
THE SANTA FE CLUB.
The annual meeting of the Santa Fe
Club will be held at the club house on
Monday, March 4th, 1912, at 8 o'clock
p. m. A full attendance is requested.
Business, election of officers and committees for the ensuing year.
R. J. PALEN, President.
Dated March ,4.

0.5.

I

UDWITZK

j

PLOW
R. V. BOYLE,

To be
the safs side when buying
baking powder, examine the label and
take only a brand shown to be made
from Cream of Tartar.

-

Any Place.

Located One Block East from

Con-

Take a Walk

Reliable."

y.

Frank

of Durango, who committed suiFAMILY AND HOUSE- ner
cide in such spectacular manner at
HOLD WASH SIX CENTS PER Silverton, Colorado, this week, twenty
ago had a store on Bridge street,
POUND for
washing sent to us years
Santa Fe. Conner cut his throat with
A cake walk!
under our price list, provided a pocketknife and was not found for
bundle contains large and several days.
General Cleaning The city now has
small pieces. All table linen, four wagons and eight men
working
TO OUR MEAT SHOP. her linn anrl tnuislo urtll Im on the city streets and the city will
have on its best bib and tucker when
washed and ironed. All other! the legislators begin to roll in. CityIt's An Easy Walk From pieces washed, dried and Marshal Sena is going to pry into the
condition of backyards and courts
starched.
THE SANTA and enforce the sanitary ordinances.
Most Places,
FE ELECTRIC LAUNDRY. Mayor ofSelignian and Chairman Celso
the street commi'tee
Lopez
have
Not A Hard Walk From Phone Black 211.
the work well in hand.

if

Is a protection and guarantee
against alum which is found in
the low priced baking powders.

? 'm m um

THE JEWFLER.

HIGH-GRAD-

2

coaster

with

bicycle

brake, bearing label

from High School
day. Finder return to Mrs. Renehan
and receive reward.
Pffone No. 4.
Each Week Zook's receive a ship
ment of Johnston's candy from the
ilBB
factory.
Entire Change of Program at the
Elks' Sunday. Don't miss it.
Want to Partition Estate Suit was
up- filed at Albuquerque today to partition the estate of Mrs. Candelario, especially a valuable piece of land beWEATHER FORECAST.
X tween the city and U.e Rio Grande.
Be Sure and Hear Agnes Peaster of
Denver, Colo., .March 2.
Forecast
New Mexico, snow
Albuquerque give a select reading enin north portion and rain in the
titled "The Little Buster Shoes" illus
trated by colored plates, at the
south portion tonight or Sun- .
theater Friday and
day; colder Sunday.
v.

F. ANDREWS.

HEADQUATERS
FOR

'

marshal.

AND get a
Dinner Set ofFine"China like the one in our show
window, or some of the premiums in Roeers!' Sons' Silverware. We

SAVE THE COUPONS

SATURDAY, MARCH 2, 1912.
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GERMAN PROCESS.

COUPON

ST.

Monday evening at 7:30 o'clock at the
Post hall.
FOR SALE Pool and billiard hall
with six lables pays well. Must be
sold at once Price $1200. 0. C. Watson Co.
Warren C. Wade will give a vocal
recital in the Presbyterian church on
the evening of March 8th. The admission will be 50 cents.
Entire change of vaudeville at the
Elks' tonight.
If you did not see the advertisement
of the Josepn B. Hayward, manager,
then look it up at once and give it a
little thought. Page five.
FOR RENT Large house,
five
acres of ground, orchard, situate
miles from Plaza. $25.00 per month.
Joseph B. Hayward, manager.
Grip Found A small grip was found
yesteraay Dy tne street cleaners on
Don Caspar
avenue.
Owner can
claim same by applying to the city

to introducehis High Grade Patent and BEST
0F ALL FLOURs we are going to make a
special price of

Firxer-Whit- er

F, N.

Old

San

Miguel Church.

Phone Black 12

STAND IN BUTT BROS.' DRUG STORE.

Plaza Market Co.
Phone 92.

Beautiful Millinery at the Mont.v
z.ima hotel on March 1st and 2d.
Good Pictures and Vaudeville
tonight at the Elks'.
Johnston's Candies always fresh at
Zook's.
Pure Cold Pressed medicinal Linseed Oil for your horse and cow at
GOEBELS.
Budweiser, Fallstaff and Neef Bros,
bottle beer for sale by Henry Krick.
'Phone Red 35.
Silk Fringes in ai: the new shades
just received at Selicman Brothers
Company. Have yoir seen them?
Carlton
Post
Carlton
Meeting
Post, G. A. R., will lold a meeting on

j

Match Game Here The giris of the
local high school basket ball team will
meet the girls cf the Las Vegas high
school Friday, March S, at the Armory in a game that promises a lively
mixup. The local team defeated the
scrubs and are in fine trim to meet
the Meadow Citv maidens. Ir is hnn.
ed that the team will later play the
Albuquerque high school, who defeat-ed the Las Vegas aggregation in " aj
furious battle some weeks ago.
People Who Frequent Zook's may!
enjoy Johnston's Candy fresh.
Rain and Snow Tonight and Sun-- ,
day New Mexico is to have more of.
precipitation, is the glad news given
out by the weather bureau today. The
1

Furniture and
Queensware.

(37W

1

j

A

NEW

w

CASH PAID FOR

Secondhand Goods

GO-CAR- T.

Goods Sold on Easy Payments

the Right Price!

at

$

Spring Hats are ready for picking! Every man needs a NEW
HAT this time of the year, and, if he is at all
particular about his
dress he will have one. A hat is always the first essential to a
!f!l?at prosperous appearance. It makes or unmakes him !

DERBY HATS
the Correct Width of Crown.

Quality goes in
before the brand

The Soft Hat is always a Popular Style in the
Spring. We
have a great variety of styles in new colorings.

Handsome Hats Surely.

$3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00.

Star Hat

SOFT HATS

We have hats suited to your face. The face
must be fitted as well as the head.
All

THE

c.

I

Snappy Models for Swell Young Men!
$2.50, $3.50, $5.00, $7.00.

WE ARE HATTERS AS WELL AS CLOTHIERS, and we give the same careful attention to
the correct fitting
of the head and face, as the exclusive hatter does, without
charging hjs extra price. Always pleased to show you !
This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner

&

Marx Clothes

MATE.
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